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“Man’s memory is too frail; it’s all too easy to let history pass away.”
– Terence Heder

History

Anniversary of execution of Mosby Rangers marked
Mosby Camp recalls the sacrifice of war and conscience on our streets
eral speakers talked about the events
that led up to the executions.
Jan Long stood in the front of
the audience, dressed in “Widow’s
Weeds” from that time, as a symbol
of the families who lost their men
that day and for all the mourners
from the war.
The Invocation was given by James
Martin who characterized it as a
“dark and ugly episode in our Nation, State and town”, and prayed that
we now be blessed in our differences

and in our courage to stay together
(as a nation), bringing a sense of
present-day sharp opposing political
viewpoints to the event.
The Pledge of Allegiance to the
United States Flag, Salutes to the
Flag of Virginia and the Confederate
Flag were led by Gwyn Wathen.
Camp Adjutant Richard Hoover
introduced the guest speaker Terence Heder, director of Interpretations for Shenandoah Valley Battlefields Association.
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Color Guard members Clay Baugher, Bruce Colter, Max Yoder and Dwayne Mauck
at attention as Terence Heder marks the occassion. At left, listening, Jan Long
represents a mourning widow of a slain Mosby man.
By Carol Ballard
Warren County Report
On September 23, 1864, Front
Royal was the scene of a tragedy-one
of many during the Civil War, but one
that has stood out among all the rest

- and exactly 148 years later, people
gathered at Prospect Hill Cemetery
to commemorate the event.
On that day in 1864, six men, five
of them Confederate Rangers of the
Command of Col. John S. Mosby,
were executed at the command of
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Union officers.
At the ceremony on Sunday the
Color Guard from The Col. John S.
Mosby Camp #1237 SCV in Front
Royal stood at attention while sev-
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He began by stressing the need to
keep historic stories alive and gave
the background story of what led up
to the executions.
General Ulysses S. Grant had assigned General Philip H. Sheridan
to command the Federal Army of
the Shenandoah with about 40,000
soldiers to end the humiliation of

the North in the Shenandoah Valley
and to destroy it as the bread basket
of Confederacy, as well as to keep
Washington D.C. from falling.
Col. Mosby and his Gray Ghost
Rangers were a constant threat in the
Valley, and a constant thorn in the
side of the Union Army, especially
with their attacks on supply wagons.

History

“The Yankees had a dread of Mosby, he was a ‘Terror’ to all soldiers
disposed to straggle,” Heder said.
He especially despised barn burners and killed many of them.
Part of his legend was to wage
psychological warfare, and he became almost mythical. The author
Herman Melville visited the war in

Virginia and wrote a very long poem
called “The Scout toward Aldie”. In
it, he wrote:
“All spake of him, but few had seen,
Except the maimed ones or the low;
Yet rumor made him every thing–
A farmer–woodman–refugee–The
man who crossed the field but now;
“A spell about his life did cling —Who
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History

Max Yoder, who had eight uncles who fought for the
Confederate Cavalry in a Captain’s coat, Terence
Heder, Richard Hoover.
near Lynchburg from an injury he
got in a fight near Centreville.
On Sept. 23, after a fierce fight
between seventy-five Rangers and
two divisions of Union soldiers near
Chester Gap, most of the Rangers escaped and none were killed, but six
were caught and brought to Front
Royal.
They were executed out of revenge
for the death of a Lieutenant McMaster, who, just before dying, told
his comrades that he had been shot
after surrendering.
These ranking Union officers
were present in Front Royal that
day: Gen. Alfred T.A. Torbert, Brig.
Gen. Wesley Merritt, Gen. George
Armstrong Custer and Col. Charles
Russell Lowell. Even though Custer
didn’t have the command authority
to sentence the men to death, Mosby
always blamed him, believing he did
it in retaliation for the killings of the
barn burners.
The five Rangers captured and
killed were: Thomas E. Anderson,
David L. Jones, Lucien Love, William Thomas Overby and a Ranger

Read all issues in their entirety FREE on www.WarrenCountyReport.com

known only as Carter. Henry Rhodes
was a Front Royal 17-year-old who
had not been riding with the Rangers, but had always wanted to.
Instead, he stayed home to help
support his widowed mother and
sister, but on that day, he couldn’t
resist joining the Rangers as they
rode through town on their way to
the skirmish in Chester Gap. He was
captured after his horse collapsed.
David L. Jones and Lucien Love,
who was also only 17, were taken
to a town lot behind the Methodist
Church and shot. Thomas E. Anderson was captured and shot at Perry
Criser’s farm near Chester Gap and
died under an elm tree.
Rhodes was dragged up Chester
Street between two Union cavalrymen with his arms lashed to their
saddles, his mother running along after them and begging for his life. He
was shot at the Richardson family’s
“Rose Hill” farm, near where Warren
Ave. and Commonwealth Ave. now
intersect. Overby and Carter were
taken to a tree near the forks of the
river and hanged after they refused

Jan Long representing widows and mourners
to tell where Mosby’s headquarters
were near Berryville.
According to accounts of those
who witnessed the atrocity, “When
the 6th Michigan Cavalry entered
Front Royal, they found the town in
an uproar.”
The next day, a detachment of
Rangers entered the town and gathered up the bodies and cut down
the hanged men. Jones, Love and
Rhodes are all buried in Prospect
Hill cemetery. Anderson was sent
back to his widow in Markham and
the other two were probably carried
back to Fauquier Co and buried, according to the historian Jeffrey D.
Wert’s book, “Mosby’s Rangers”.
Thirty-five years later on September 23, 1899, 150 of Mosby’s Rangers, by then elderly men, marched
together to Prospect Hill Cemetery
as a crowd of about 5,000 peoplemany from out of state-watched.
They talked about the “Dark Day”
of 1864 and then dedicated the 25
ft. high granite monument. This had

been purchased with the proceeds
from the sale of pieces of the walnut
tree used for Overby’s and Carter’s
scaffold.
Heder explained that this tragedy
has not been forgotten for three rea-

sons.
The reputation and legendary actions of Col. Mosby and his Rangers is one, the shocking events that
took place in the streets of the town
is another. But the determination of
the surviving members who took up
a collection to make the monument
and to keep it in people’s minds
played a major part.
“Thanks to them, it has not been
not forgotten,” he said.
He noted that Gov. McDonnell has
recently approved money to be used
for preserving cemeteries and heritage places and said that no place is
more appropriate to gather than
cemeteries, not only to remember
the dead and their survivors, but to
all the men who fell and the civilians
who also died.
“Man’s memory is too frail; it’s all
too easy to let history pass away,” he
stated.
He ended his talk with these
words, “Let us hope that 148 years
from now, our descendents will still
gather here to commemorate the
past.”
The benediction led by James
Martin ended with the hope that the
lessons learned at the Remembrance
will be a guide for souls and actions
in the future.
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Lack of respect
& civil discourse
Dear Editor,
I was recently traveling through
your little gem of a city when I came
upon this militia’s photo depicting
President Obama as Hitler. I was immediately angered that in the heart
of this lovely city of Front Royal
stood such an insult to our country
and quite frankly an embarrassment
to your town.
Let me clarify that I’m not writing
for either political party, but for the
respect and integrity of the office of
the President of the United States.
The President represents the people
of our nation in much the same way
as does our flag. I wonder if this
group of people would desecrate our
flag in the same manner just in order
to prove their point of view. I un-

derstand the concept of freedom of
speech; after all I spent twenty years
defending this right. But regarding our Commander in Chief I supported the decisions made without
displaying any opinion.
It appears that some people believe
they can abuse that right with disrespect to our country’s leader. Have
the people of this little town and
across America forgotten that we can
express our views and message in a
more respectful manner than without spreading hatred towards other
fellow Americans?
Have we lost the fine art of educated speech?
I would like to think we can discuss
our opinions or disagreements without being hypocritical. Quality leadership and representation is what we
need in all levels of our government
to include our community leaders.
What message are we sending to our
young adults and children by associating President Obama, who by the
way is a Nobel Peace Prize recipient,
to former dictator Adolf Hitler?
I am embarrassed and frustrated
by this derelict of respect and hatred
that some people have for others just
because we may not share the same
views. As an American I wanted to
share my views in the proper manner
my right of free speech was intended
for and without demonizing a fellow American’s patriotic view. With
all fairness and respect to the rest

ALONG THESE LINES

Neil Armstrong’s 2nd Sea of Tranquility
By Nick Thomas
If you haven’t heard that Neil Armstrong passed
away recently, you’ve probably been living on the
far side of the Moon. The beloved astronaut died
on August 25 at the age of 82.
As the first human to set foot on the basaltic
Moon plain known as the Sea of Tranquility in
1969, Armstrong was destined for history along
with Apollo 11 comrades Buzz Aldrin and Mike
Collins.
Of all the crew, Armstrong understandably received the most public attention over the years.
As important as Aldrin’s role as lunar module pilot was, being second banana can’t have always
been easy for Buzz. If only he’d tied Neil’s boot
straps together in the lunar module, he could
have scooted out the door first!
There is, of course, no shame in being second.
It’s just that textbooks tend to leave your name
out. Well, can you recall the second person to
climb Mt. Everest, to reach Antarctica, or to eat
68 hot dogs in 10 minutes?
Mind you, Buzz hasn’t done too badly for himself over the years. Being more receptive to publicity than the shier Armstrong, Aldrin has left his
mark on the world in many positive and creative
ways, and his name is well-known.
Mike Collins, however, got the worst deal.
Alone in the command module, he will forever
be known to many as “the other guy” left to circle
the Moon while Armstrong and Aldrin basked in

of your town’s people I did witness
yards and store windows littered with
good, tasteful patriotic and political
support for their party of choice and
by no means feel that this awful taste
in speech characterizes all of the residents of Front Royal.
Jason Young
Woodbridge
(Managing editor’s note: we spoke to
one of the two people manning the
Lyndon LaRouche stand referenced in
the above letter. The male at the stand
said he was from Leesburg. We do not
know where the female was from. A
reference to this Sept. 17 incident at
the Front Royal DMV is referenced
in a column of briefs co-authored by
this writer and Malcolm Barr Sr. elsewhere in this issue.)

A Tribute to John Smedley
I made the mistake of not supporting John for his 1999 run for Commissioner of the Revenue.
I corrected that mistake by going
to a 2003 fundraiser for his re-election and making a donation and publicly apologizing for my mistake.
I supported him in every race since
then.
John and I did not always agree.
In fact, we were like kids playing
pick up basketball.
Sometimes we were on the same

the Moon landing limelight.
However, Collins handled his role well and,
like Armstrong and Aldrin, went on to become a
great ambassador for science and space.
While Neil Armstrong’s name is universally
recognized across the planet, most of us would
turn to Wikipedia for the mission crews immediately before or after Apollo 11.
Apollo 10 carried Tom Stafford, John Young,
and Gene Cernan. Stafford and Cernan came
tantalizingly close to being the first on the lunar
surface (about 10 miles) during their practice descent for a landing, whilst Young remained orbiting in the command module. But the lunar gods
were smiling on Young and Cernan; they walked
on the Moon in later Apollo missions.
Pete Conrad and Alan Bean did the moonwalk
on Apollo 12.
Even though the Apollo 10 and 12 crews
missed out on historic fame “by one Apollo,” they
(and the other Apollo teams) went through all the
preparation, training, and dangers of the Apollo
11 crew. Armstrong was the first to acknowledge
his lesser-known colleagues’ contributions to the
U.S. space program.
I never got to interview Neil Armstrong. The
closest I came was a brief e-mail correspondence
with Jim Hansen, author of the excellent Armstrong biography, “First Man: The Life of Neil A.
Armstrong.”
I did, however, chat with Buzz Aldrin back in
2006 for a series of astronaut interviews I did for
the Chicago Tribune.
Before the interview, it was suggested I should
think twice about asking one particular question.
But I asked it anyway.

team politically and sometimes not.
But John was always a gentleman
and a friend.
His office door was always open to
me.
And more times than not after a
meeting we would solve a problem
together.
John was a champion of the little
guy and the elderly.
His shoes will be hard to fill
He will be missed in Warren County.
Mike McHugh
Former Vice-Chairman
Warren Co. GOP

Confusing changes
Dear Editor,
As our town continues to upgrade
roads and dangerous intersections, it
is the responsibility of each driver to
pay attention to new traffic patterns.
This need is especially apparent
at the new turn lane of (westbound)
John Marshall Hwy and (northbound) Commerce Ave. If the new
traffic light displays a green “right
turn” arrow, in my mind this means
that the driver is permitted to turn
without yielding to oncoming traffic.
Of course, slowing down and taking
a second look is always a good idea at
any intersection, but other motorists

See LETTERS, 7

“So Buzz, what was it like when you first
stepped on the surface of the Moon?” There was a
short pause, and I’m sure I heard his teeth grinding.
He’d been asked this question a million times,
but graciously answered me anyway: “My first
words were ‘magnificent desolation,’ which indicated the magnificence of human beings who
could build a machine to get them to the Moon
and the desolation of the lunar surface which
was truly unique compared to anything else I had
seen on Earth.”
A dozen men walked on the Moon and experienced that same “magnificent desolation,” a term
I find just as powerful as Armstrong’s oft quoted,
famous words. But it was Armstrong’s first steps
that elevated him to greatest space hero of all.
On his return from the Moon, fame followed
Neil Armstrong’s earthly footsteps everywhere.
Despite the celebrity pressure, or perhaps because of it, Armstrong tried to live a modest life
– a somewhat reluctant hero – and accepted his
place in history with grace and dignity.
His cremated ashes were scattered into the
Atlantic Ocean on September 14. Even with his
passing, he preferred burial at sea rather than being interred under a terrestrial monument for the
masses to worship.
So rest easy Commander, on your final journey to this new sea of tranquility.
(Nick Thomas’s features and columns have appeared in more than 200 magazines and newspapers, including the Washington Post, LA Times,
Chicago Tribune, Boston Globe, San Francisco
Chronicle, and Christian Science Monitor. He can
be reached at alongtheselines@yahoo.com)
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Public safety

One fatality in pair of Sept. 22 motorcycle accidents
Second bike collides with state trooper responding to first accident

Virginia State Police are investigating two separate traffic crashes
that occurred less than a mile from
one another on Rivermont Drive/
Route 619 in Warren County Saturday evening (Sept. 22).
At 5:47 p.m., Virginia State Police was called to a single-vehicle
crash on Rivermont Drive near Lee
Burke Road. A 1993 Harley-Davidson motorcycle was eastbound on
Rivermont Drive when it ran off the
right side of the road, went through
a small bush and struck a political
campaign sign. The driver, Ricky
V. Cromer, 54, of Front Royal, Va.,

was thrown from the motorcycle.
He was transported by ambulance
to Warren Memorial Hospital and
then flown to Winchester Medical
Center, where he died later Saturday night. The driver was wearing
a helmet. Trooper C.R. Scally is still
investigating the cause of the crash.
Friends of Cromer told this paper
that he was returning from the Chili
Cook Off at the Rivermont Fire
Station. They believe the accident
occurred after one of the wheels,
believed to be the front, became detached from his motorcycle. However, no official determination from

state police investigators on the
cause of the accident has yet been
released.
Virginia State Police Sr. Trooper
R.L. Fiorvanti was responding to
the above motorcycle crash, heading west on Rivermont Drive. As
the trooper came through a curve,
an eastbound 2004 Harley-Davidson motorcycle crossed the centerline and sideswiped the trooper’s
Ford Crown Victoria at 6:08 p.m.
The impact caused the motorcycle
to run off the left side of the road
and strike a tree. The driver, Larry E.
Darr, Jr., 43, of Front Royal, Va., was

thrown from the bike. He was flown
to Inova Fairfax Hospital for treatment of life-threatening injuries.
He was wearing a helmet. Trooper
Fiorvanti was not injured in the incident. His marked patrol car was
traveling with its lights and sirens
activated prior to and at the time of
impact.
The crash remains under investigation.
(Most info from a series of VSP
press releases)
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Linden Rotary accelerates library
youth reading program
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The Children’s Department of Samuels Public Library has recently expanded its collection of Accelerated Reader books, thanks
to a generous donation from the Linden Rotary Club. “We want to
partner with the local schools as much as possible, for the benefit
of the students,” said Michal Ashby, Youth Services Supervisor at
Samuels Library. “The donation from the Rotary Club was targeted
specifically to purchase books that the children will be reading for
the AR program in Warren County Public Schools. These books
have AR labels on the spine, which will make them much easier to
find within our collection,” Ashby noted.
“The Linden Rotary Club historically has been very supportive
of Samuels Library and the Children’s Department,” Library Director Nicki Lynch added. “They are a wonderful group of people,
and not only did they donate the money for the purchase of these
books, but they donated their time by coming to the library and
preparing the books to be placed on the shelves.”
According to Renaissance Learning, developers of the Accelerated Reader enterprise, AR encourages substantial differentiated
reading practice to create strong readers. Based on each student’s
independent reading level, AR helps teachers set personalized goals
for each student, and select books that are difficult enough to keep
students challenged, but not too difficult to cause frustration.
In addition, AR helps teachers monitor students’ vocabulary
growth, literacy skills development, and reading skills taught
through basal readers and other reading textbooks.
Rotary International, the world’s first service club organization,
is made up of 33,000 clubs in more than 200 countries and geographical areas. Its members form a global network of business,
professional, and community leaders who volunteer their time and
talents to serve their communities and the world.
Samuels Public Library is a community resource which enhances the quality of life for residents of Warren County/Front Royal
by fulfilling their personal, occupational and recreational needs
through services, programs, and a collection of materials that
is current, balanced and responsive to those needs. The Library
strives to stimulate and broaden community interests in literature,
reading and learning, and has been doing so for more than two
centuries.
Further information about Samuels Library is available at www.
samuelslibrary.net or by calling (540) 635-3153.
(From a release)
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Public safety

Marking October as Domestic Violence Awareness Month
Sexual and domestic abuse in Warren County places women’s lives at risk

need to be aware of this change
as well. There is no longer a Yield
Sign at this turn that I can see! It is
now either a red arrow or a green
arrow: a simple stop and go turn
lane with a traffic light.
I have witnessed traffic coming from the other direction and
turning left onto Commerce Ave
North (which is a “yield” to oncoming traffic, if my memory
serves me correct), crossing the
intersection, and then cutting off
the drivers who are turning right at
the new green arrow. With horns
blaring and vehicles swerving, this
is sure to be the new trouble-zone
in town with accidents. Until drivers are willing to take a moment
and learn the new traffic pattern
here, I am very hesitant to make
this turn.
Now, if I return to town in the
coming days and see a Yield Sign
there where it used to be... I will
have to re-learn the traffic patterns again myself and decide
whether the green arrow makes
any sense or not. Meanwhile, I
will scan articles from your newspaper to see if the Town of Front
Royal has issued a press release
regarding this intersection or not.
Maybe I missed the notice.
Nicole White
Chester Gap
Warren County

Breeds Of the Month for October are:

* Chihuahuas and Papillons *

Noah’s Ark
Grooming

Come see Kristin for a
cut above the rest!
You will be impressed!

We are your
FULL SERVICE Salon
for ALL BREEDS of

Call today for an appointment!

FREE

Outdoor Wood
Furnace Seminar
Find Out How To
Eliminate
Your Heating Bills

/HDUQKRZD&HQWUDO%RLOHURXWGRRU
IXUQDFHFDQKHDW\RXUKRPHVKRS
SRROGRPHVWLFKRWZDWHUDQGPRUH
%HHQHUJ\LQGHSHQGHQW
<HDU/LPLWHG:DUUDQW\DYDLODEOH
6SHFLDOVHPLQDUSXUFKDVH
LQFHQWLYHV

Call today to register.
Space is limited!

OPEN
HOUSE!
Dealership Name
Arnette Landscapes Inc.
September
2012
Phone N29th,
umber

CATS and DOGS!!

Professional Grooming
in a Clean, Safe Environment

(Victims of sexual and domestic violence in Warren County may reach
Harmony Place 24/7 by calling the
Hotline (540) 635-9062. Melissa DeDomenico-Payne may be contacted
at
executivemailto:executivedirector@harmonyplace.org)

b 8

LETTERS, from 

to intervene and prevent domestic
and sexual violence...”
She said of domestic and sexual violence victims who seek safety and
shelter: “It is not so much as leaving
a house, a home, but it is finding for
themselves a new life.”

or 2 1 1

All hell breaks loose in a Warren
County home. It’s a domestic argument that escalates to a physical fight.
This time, the family dog intervenes
and saves his mistress from another

funding but it is scheduled to close at
year’s end because of “sky rocketing
overhead” and a marked decrease in
income.
Harmony Place provides children
with shelter along with their mothers in abusive situations. Child abuse
is said to be 15 times more likely to
occur in families where there is domestic violence. If beds run out in
Front Royal, shelters at Winchester,
Woodstock or Luray are called, and
vice versa. Women typically stay in
the shelter for 30 to 90 days. They
receive counseling and help in finding permanent homes. Meanwhile,
they are given a room, a bed, a tote,
a kitchen cabinet, bed linen, towels,
food (mostly canned or frozen), and
are monitored by what would commonly be called a “dorm supervisor.”
The kids get to stay with mom.
DeDomenico-Payne said the circumstances of abused women can
be changed. “(We do it) by offering
a safe refuge where survivors can begin to understand where they have
been and the directions they want to
go...by helping victims understand
how to build healthy relationships...
by offering a safe and supportive environment where healing can begin...
by listening and believing the stories
we hear and responding to both the
spoken and unspoken needs ... (and)
by working together as a community

d Size is 1 column b 8

By Malcolm Barr Sr.
Warren County Report

woman you know in the neighborhood and one in the family that were
victims of abuse by an “intimate partner.”
“In our community, it is silence that
allows the violence to live and flourish,” DeDomenico-Payne charged,
adding that known domestic and/or
sexual abuse can go unreported for
years.
“Seeking help requires a tremendous amount of courage...leaving
a violent relationship can create
heightened risk for homicide,” DeDomenico-Payne told a markedly
subdued Front Royal Rotary Club
luncheon meeting recently.
Locally, in addition to the women,
148 children last year received services: counseling; transportation to and
from school; shelter; meals; medical
treatment by Harmony Place staff,
all experts in the field and funded by
about $500,000 in federal, state and
county grants.
Meanwhile, an active 11-member board of directors headed by Lynden Williams keeps Harmony Place
very much in the public eye. Aided
by 129 volunteers who notched
2,877 hours in 2011, the board raises
$12,000 to $15,000 a year which pays
for a few comforts of home for the
abused women. Until recently, the
“Second Chance” thrift store at 317
Main Street was a major source of

hi

Harmony Place Director
Melissa
DeDomenicoPayne

severe beating. The beat-up wife finally decides “this is it” and dashes
for Harmony Place, the Front Royal
sanctuary for battered and sexually
abused women.
Minus the dog - and we weren’t
told what happened to him - his is a
scenario that plays out more than 300
times a year in our area of the beautiful, the serene, Shenandoah Valley.
And that number is on the low side
since Harmony Place in 2011 responded to almost 600 hotline calls
for help from women caught up in
sexual and domestic violence.
Again, this is the tip of the iceberg
since, as Harmony Place Executive
Director Melissa DeDomenicoPayne points out: “Domestic and
sexual violence is one of the most
chronically under-reported of serious crimes.”
In Front Royal there are just 16
beds available at the emergency shelter for women, like the one whose
dog stepped between her and an
abusive partner.
Nationally, almost one-third of female homicide victims are killed by
an “intimate partner,” according to
police records.
“One in four women will experience domestic violence in her lifetime,” said DeDomenico-Payne,
a shocking statistic when you look
around you and discover at least one

9 A.M.
- 12 P.M.
Date
Time
& Seminar
Seminar @ 10 A.M.
Location/Directions

$6.00 Nail Trim

No Appointment Necessary

Open Monday - Saturday 8AM - 5PM

Still Located At

10269 Winchester Rd.

540.636.8299

Stonewall Industrial Park
(540)-722-8005
©2011 Central Boiler 2011-OH01
p
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Community

Discovering Warren County: AirCare on Alert

Left to right, the EC-135 Air Medical helicopter crew
is Richard Katcher, John Rowland, Brian Katcher
and Tom Rozar.
By Ken Thurman
Warren County Report
I personally would like to extend
a warm welcome to the Front Royal
– Warren County airports latest residents: AirCare Medevac, a service
of PHI Air Medical. AirCare relocated to the airport to reduce their
response time to medical emergency
situations. Air Medical responds to
30-40 medical emergencies every
month locally and more than 30,000
patients are transported annually
out of more than 65 bases across the
United States with five bases in Virginia.
Their mission is to maintain the
highest level of safety while delivering measurable benefits to their customers, employees, investors and the

communities they serve. To provide
the best possible care is their guiding
light. Team members are faced with
critical and often life-saving decisions daily.
I went out to the alert facility at the
airport to interview a group of dedicated professionals ready to respond
to medical problems throughout the
Northern Shenandoah Valley. Think
about transiting the mountain ridges
and tree lined valleys at 150 miles per
hour day or night. Imagine landing
on a pitch black night in the middle of
nowhere. These pros do these nearly
daily thanks to years of experience,
exceptional training, area emergency
Fire & Rescue training, and advanced
technology (night vision goggles).
I thought of their helicopter as a
flying ambulance but in reality it is a

Get literate (cheap) - Samuel’s Library’s
annual book sale coming

Samuels Public Library’s semiannual book sale, supported by the
Friends of Samuels Library (FOSL),
will be October 11, 12, 13, and 15
this year.
In preparation for the sale, the
library would like to request donations from the public. We are
happy to accept gently used books,
DVDs, and videos, though we
prefer not to accept textbooks or
Reader’s Digest condensed books.
Donations received between now
and October 1, 2012 will be sorted
in time for this sale; items received
after the first of October will be
saved for the spring sale.
Making a donation to the library
will benefit you, the library, and
the community. Not only is this an
opportunity to clean your shelves
and make way for new books, but
library staff can also provide a re-

ceipt for tax purposes at the time of
your donation. In addition, 100% of
the proceeds from the book sale go
to the library. The library uses this
money for special projects, programs, and other needs not specifically covered by the budget.
The book sale is also a great way
to cheaply restock your shelves. The
sale is open on Thursday, October
11 at 5 p.m. to FOSL members. It
is open all day on Friday, October
12 and Saturday, October 13 to the
general public. For the best deals,
visit the library on Monday, October 15 for “Pick-Your-Own-Price
Day.”
For more information, please
visit Samuels Public Library online
(www.samuelslibrary.net) or contact the Adult Services Librarian.
(From a release)

flying intensive care unit capable of
dealing with any life threatening situation in conditions where they may
be confronted on arrival with limited
on ground capability to no local capability at all. Think confined spaces
and no back up. Their primary mission Emergency Medical Services
(EMS), what they call “scene” is onscene response to accident sites and
in the field medical emergencies.
They also do “inter-facility” medical transport from smaller to bigger
hospitals where additional facility
capability is needed by the patient.
In addition to medical evacuation
(medevac), the helicopter is occasionally used for missing person
searches, air show demonstrations,
to teach ground responders how to
set up a landing zone (LZ) and how
to act safely around a helicopter.
When not flying or sitting alert
these teams reach out to the community providing training and education to fire departments, EMTs, and
the civilian populace including their
annual Advanced Clinical Education
Symposium (ACES) scheduled next
for March 9, 2013 at Shenandoah
University which is open to all.
Experience, I’ll say, the alert team I
interviewed was comprised of a pilot, Tom Rozar, a former New York
City police officer and 82nd airborne
member with over four years helicopter (don’t call it a plane) flight

experience; a flight nurse, John Rowland, a critical care nurse hooked on
flight medicine with 11 years’ experience; a flight medic, Brian Katcher, a
former New York City paramedic a
20 year veteran; and Richard Cluff a
flight medic and former fire fighter
with over 10 years’ experience.
The paramedics and nurses consider themselves interchangeable in
the field, a true testament to their
experience and training. Paramedics
and nurses work 24 hour shifts with
one day on, one day off, one day on
and five days off. Pilots work seven 12
hour day shifts, then have seven days
off, then have seven night shifts, and
then seven days off. The facility has
four pilots, nine medical staff (four
nurses and five paramedics), and two
mechanics.
Kelly Keener, their Business Development Manager, told me how glad

they are to be in Warren County in
what she called the most gorgeous
of their bases. These amazing team
members comprise an emergency
response unit that I for one am glad
to know they are just minutes away.
For more information on PHI Air
Medical visit their website at www.
PHIAirMedical.com or email Kelly
at kkeener@phihelico.com.

Housekeeping
General & Detail Cleaning

Affordable Pricing
References Available
Free Estimates
Call 540-325-3688

.com

Join us for our 2nd Annual
Health, Wellness and Beauty Fair
Saturday, October 6th

9am - 1pm

Vendors, Door Prizes &
Group Exercise Demos!!

Fun...Fun...Fun!!!
What more could you ask for!!

485 SOUTH STREET
540-636-3400 • www.goldsgym.com/frontroyalva
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Town - county

TOWN AND COUNTY ROUND-UP

FRPD Chief Norman Shiflett checks on permitting allowing the LaRouche stand’s presence - a court order
enables it on state property (in this case DMV right
of way)
By Malcolm Barr, Sr.
& Roger Bianchini
(A new and occasional column devoted to anecdotal conversations and
events relating to Front Royal and
Warren County)
A rather aggressively offensive
“Dump Obama” stall and its attendants were reported to be annoy-

ing some arrivals at the Front Royal
DMV office recently (see related
letter to editor). One importuned
license renewal seeker questioned
the legality of the stall since it clearly
obstructs the sidewalk leading from
the motor vehicle office parking lot.
New Town Police Chief Norman
Shiflett personally checked the Lyndon LaRouche supporters’ stall with
DMV officials and found it was legal

Springtime Garden Center
FALL IS FOR PLANTING!

Selected Trees 20% - 50% OFF!

MUMS & PANSIES ARE IN!
Hundreds to choose from!

Pumpkins, Cornstalks, Straw &
All your decorating needs!
Amish

Produce Tomatoes
199/lb.
still
arriving!
815 Warren Ave.
Front Royal, VA

540-635-8765

OPEN

Mon-Fri : 8am - 7pm
Sat
: 8am - 5pm
Sunday : 12:30 - 5pm

What about the other side’s role in all this - not to
mention the military-industrial complex?!!?
due to a past state court finding the
group could use state property to express their free speech rights – the
town right of way ends 4-feet from
the curb, facilitating the group’s legal
stance on the DMV right of way. We
questioned a LaRouche stall minder
(he was from Leesburg) about their
Obama as Hitler message and were
informed they also don’t like the Republicans and their economic and
trade policies either. So why not
show that bipartisan discontent to
passers-by who might mistake this
for a pro-Romney stand, we asked
– “He’s president and our goal is to
have him impeached before the election,” we were told. “Uh huh, that
seems realistic, rational, fair & balanced, doesn’t it???”
We learned on reliable authority last week that thieves are consis-

tently breaking into the Manassas
Street dump area and making off
with scrapped air conditioners, refrigerators and washers under cover
of darkness. Five padlocks secure the
gate but are no defense against the
perps. A couple of dozen old a/c’s
were among the latest haul. What
is a town to do? Well, the Town appears to think the installation of
flood lights is the answer. One correspondent suggested that, rather than
be a deterrent, the lights would help
the thieves see what they’re doing (&
maybe help clear some debris from
the site at a relatively low cost to taxpayers).
Warren County High School senior student counselor Mary Kay
Moose reports that, once again, a record number of students have signed
up for community service through

Front Royal Rotary Club’s Interact
program.
Some of the folks north of town
maybe haven’t yet noticed that new
(lower) speed limits have been posted
on Fairground and Rockland Roads.
According to Mary Powers Ryan,
one of the leaders of the charge, it
was a long and arduous task to get
DMV to agree. Residents of Browntown Road – are you listening Wells
Bill – may want to take note since a
citizen initiative for a VDOT speed
study there was rejected, in favor of
increased enforcement of existing
limits, by the supervisors recently.
Wayside Theatre in Middletown,
in a letter signed by John Westervelt,
Wayside Foundation Board president, and Warner Crocker, artistic
director, are again seeking funds
from what they call the 51-year-old
theater’s “Golden Superheroes” those who answered last year’s emergency call and contributed $106,000
to assure Wayside’s survival during
its 50th anniversary season. Those
who didn’t respond last year but
meant to do so are also on the “ask”
list.
An idea is being floated in Rockland that may result in a request being made to someone (Family Dollar)
or some government entity (Front
Royal Town Council) for the water
tower sign to be inscribed with the
district’s name - Rockland - in keeping with other similar community
signs on similar water storage towers up and down Interstate 81.
Wagner Animal Shelter Director
Lavenda Denny joined the group
of volunteers who helped with the
upkeep of the two Arabian horses,
recently sent to new homes, at a celebratory lunch at Houlihan’s.
The WC Report was (again) ahead
of the game with its informal survey
of readers of the all-time best seller
novel “Shades of Grey” a couple of
months ago. Katie Couric caught up
with the British author, Erica Leonard (pen name E L James), on her
new ABC afternoon program Sept.
17.
“The Weaver”, one of the more professional newsletters circulated by
non-profits in Warren County, features in its Sept/Oct edition a touching passage on dealing with grief by
Sheila Lamonzs who lately lost her
husband; also, Sheila, a sometime
contributor to the WC Report, reviews “The Accidental Feminist”,
a new take on Elizabeth Taylor by
author M.G. Lord. “The Weaver” is
published by and for the Front Royal
Women’s Resource Center.
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Sports & life

It’s Over: The NFL’s Union Referees return to work in style

Breaking point - clueless in Seattle
By Dave Zirin
The NFL referee lockout is over
and we now have an answer to
the question, “What does it take to
pierce the shame-free cocoon of unreality where NFL owners reside?”
All you need, it seems, is condemnation across the political spectrum
ranging from the President of the
United States to small-town mayors, to even anti-union corporate
lickspittles like Wisconsin Governor

Scott Walker. All you need is one
of your flagship teams, the Green
Bay Packers, publicly threatening
to strike or “take a knee on every
play.” All you need are your star
quarterbacks Aaron Rodgers and
Drew Brees blasting your product.
All you need are online petitions
with miles of signatures and 70,000
fans calling the league offices in the
24 hours following the debacle of
a Monday night game between the
Seattle Seahawks and the Green Bay

R-MA girls tennis achieve first-ever state ranking
The R-MA girls’ tennis team downed Middleburg Academy, 6-1, at
home on Sept. 19. R-MA swept the singles matches with Anastasia
Voellm ‘13 winning 8-0 at number one, followed by Cozette Boakye ‘13
winning 8-1 at number two. Enyonam Odoom ‘13 won at number three,
8-2 while Amelia Zipparo ‘14 won her match, 8-0, at number four. Siqi Xie
‘14 picked up a default win at number five. Siqi Tang ‘14 and Siqin Xie ‘16
teamed up for an exciting win, 8-4, at number two doubles. The Jackets
are currently 2-1.
R-MA is ranked number 8 in the VISAA Girls Tennis Division II. This
marks the first time in history the girls’ team has made the top eight in
the rankings. The top eight qualify for the state playoffs at the end of the
regular season.

FREE GED CLASSES

Packers. All of this collective scorn
finally punctured the owners’ magical mental space, bringing them to
the negotiating table to settle.
The deal is damn near a slam dunk
for the NFL referees. Remember
the root of this lockout was two-fold:
the league wanted to end the pension system and ban refs from holding jobs outside of the sport. Now
the league will continue - and even
increase - the pension payouts for
the next five years before a negotiated transfer to a 401K. Refs will
also be given a 25 percent hike in pay
starting next year, with more salary
increases until the end of the sevenyear agreement. The NFL owners
wanted to hire 21 more officials to
phase in as full-time employees. The
refs agreed to seven new full time
hires, and no restrictions on their
own abilities to take outside work. In
other words, Roger Goodell and the
owners were shellacked by the same
people they locked out, dismissed,
and disrespected. The now infamous words of NFL VP Ray Anderson, “You’ve never paid for an NFL
ticket to watch someone officiate a
game”, is now the league’s version of
“You’re doing a heckuva job, Brown-

ie.”
But there is a bigger story here as
well: the entire country received a
High Def, prime time lesson in the
difference between skilled, union labor and a ramshackle operation of
unskilled scabs.
When Scott Walker is sticking up
for the union, you know we’ve arrived at a teachable moment worth
shouting from the hills.

People who care about stable jobs
with benefits and reversing the tide
of inequality in the United States
should seize this moment. We should
ask not only the Scott Walkers of the
world but politicians of both parties
drinking from the same neo-liberal
fever-swamp: why do you think we
need skilled union labor on the football field but not in our firehouses,
our classrooms, or even our uranium

Now’s the time to buy! Best Prices!
Lowest Interest Rates!
Your key to great homes at great prices with great financing

Contact me for availability of homes
and land starting under $200,000
100% Financing for qualified first-time buyers

Hardwood Floors; Master Suite with deluxe
bath; open floor plan; fireplace; deck.

540-551-2162

conniesmallwood@mris.com
www.conniesmallwood.com

Connie
Smallwood

(540) 635-2156

GOT LEAVES?
HATE TO RAKE?
FALL is upon us and it
won’t be long before all those
beautiful leaves fall from the
trees and cover your lawn.
A1A Home Improvement
and Lawn Care offers a
wide range of fall lawn care
services that include: leaf
removal, fall clean-up, over
seeding and more. A1A Home
Improvement LLC is also
a licensed and insured home
improvement contractor. So,
if you have been putting off
any of those indoor remodeling
projects, winter is the perfect
time to check them off your list.
Call today with your needs and
we will be glad to assist you.
Like us on Facebook!

2011 Chevy Impala LT
GM Cert., Keyless Entry, Remote Start

Only 33K Miles
# 30842

$16,684

2008 GMC Sierra 2500 SLE
Reg. Cab, 4X4, GM Cert.

Only 62K Miles
# 691162

$20,744

2010 Chevy Colorado

2010 Ford Fusion SEL

4X4, Crew Cab, 5.3L V8

Leather, Sunroof, Htd. Seats
Only 44K Miles
# 601151
$16,929

Only 8K Miles
# 601131

$25,360

540-636-9002

Other lawncare services also available!

Morning and Evening Classes Near You!

1-800-435-5945
www.needmyged.org

Please call for registration times and locations
Must be 18 or older to participate
Northern Shenandoah Valley Adult Education

LAWNCARE SERVICES

www.JEChevy.com

FRONT ROYAL,VA

A1AHOMEIMPROVEMENT@COMCAST.NET

LICENSED & INSURED

& Residential
OVER 25Commercial
YEARS OF
SERVICE!

Teamelectriconline.com

Member: Chamber of Commerce

9 Commerce Avenue • Front Royal, VA 22630
Tax, tags, title extra, plus $95 processing fee.
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facilities?
Similarly players need to be asking questions to the owners: how
can you actually posture like you
care about our health and safety
ever again after subjecting us to
this hazardous environment the
first three weeks of the season, or
as Drew Brees put it on twitter,
“Ironic that our league punishes
those based on conduct detrimental.
Whose CONDUCT is DETRIMENTAL now?”
Lastly, it’s another embarrassment after a year of embarrassments, for NFL Commissioner
Roger Goodell. He has through his
arrogance created an asterisk on
this season, left an indelible mark
on his legacy as commissioner, and
created a crisis of confidence in his
ability to do his job. He learned that
people may not pay to watch referees but they do pay to watch a competently officiated contest. He also
hopefully learned that if there’s one
thing people don’t pay to watch, it’s
him: sweating before the cameras
and doing his damnedest to make
the NFL a reflection of the worst
corporate arrogance.
Hear the message Roger:
This nine billion dollar league?
This unprecedented popularity?
This limitless national audience?
You didn’t build that. Your owners
didn’t build that. The sponsors didn’t
build that.
It was built by the blood, sweat,
and tears of those on the field of play
including the referees. It was built by
fans who invest their passion and the

tax payers who have underwritten
your archipelago of mega-domes in
cities across the country.
I can’t wait for the union refs to be
cheered when they take the field this
weekend. We may go back to booing
them after the first play, but it will be
with respect: respect earned because
they stood as one and beat the NFL
bosses.
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Share the love.
Refer a new checking customer.
You get $25. They get $25.

(Reprinted by permission of author.
For more on the referee lockout,
watch Dave Zirin talk about how the
dispute highlighted the problem of
class in the US on Democracy Now!
Dave Zirin is the author of “The John
Carlos Story” (Haymarket). Receive
his column every week by emailing
dave@edgeofsports.com.
Contact
him at edgeofsports@gmail.com.)

Register and share with friends and family at
bankatunion.com/sharethelove

Charming Chaos LLC.
Kids Movie Night..

“LORAX”
Sept 29th @ 5pm

$5 per kid
Build a haunted house
October 13th @ 5pm

$10 per child
if preregistered by 10-10-12
$15 after

Paint a Pumpkin”

October 19th @5 pm
must preregister!

Contact us today for
more information!!
Located right off of
Main St. on Church St.

540-398-1577

charming_chaos@hotmail.com

DRILL TEAM COMPETITIONS
Sunday November 4th,
if rain November 11th, 2012
Warren County Fairgrounds,
Front Royal, VA
Sponsored by:
Skyline Riders Horse & Pet 4H Club

Competitions start at 10:00 a.m.
Cost per class, per horse ~ $8
All classes are youth and adult:
Youth 9 - 19, Adult over 19 years of age.

Share the love &

FREE
Checking!

Refer us to your friends and if they open a checking account we’ll pay each of you
$25, once they make a direct deposit or complete five debit card purchases.
Share the love and the reward at Union First Market Bank.

No riders under the age of 9 will be eligible for
riding or participating
All youth riders 9 - 19 must wear a helmet

Dogs must be on leash

Member
Member

FDIC

A current (within 12 months) coggins required per horse.

Pre-registration required, must have
team/teams registered by, Oct. 25th, 2012
No practice area
Same horse and rider team may participate in up to 3 classes
To register your team/teams,
please call Debbi Garrett 540-422-1625
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New business

Quality Inn’s Thunwa introduces Thai cuisine to Front Royal

Located in the Commerce Avenue Quality Inn, Thunwa Thai Cuisine has brought a new dining option to
Front Royal.
By Carol Ballard
Warren County Report
Thunwa Thai Cuisine, located in
the Quality Inn at 10 South Commerce Ave. is a tranquil, clean and
beautiful haven. Thai posters on the
walls and attractive fresh flower arrangements add to the Asian ambience.
On one of the side walls hangs a
painting of a floating Thai angel, no
doubt pleased to be looking down
upon such heavenly food.
Co-owned by Sumalee Saobup-

pha and Natchanon Ketram, it has
only been in business since Aug. 10,
but according to Sumalee, there’s no
lack of clientele.
“Business is pretty good—some
people come in two or three times
a week because they like it so much,”
she said, but added, “Even though
we’re very busy at dinner, we would
like more people to come in for
lunch.
For that reason, there is a good
selection of lunch specials, and at a
reasonable price.
I was introduced to Natchanon

Ketram’s mother, who is head cook
for the restaurant, and she asked me
if I would like a sample of a lunch
special, which included Panang
curry chicken, and a bowl of chicken
soup. Of course I did.
Panang curry chicken is in a peanut and coconut sauce and is served
with fried rice. The curry was a little
spicy, but quite wonderful. The soup
was delicately spicy, and milky with
coconut and cilantro. Its exotic ingredients included pieces of licorice-tasting Thai basil, spiral-shaped
galangal - a root resembling ginger
- which is native to Thailand, and incredible-tasting mushrooms.
Added to all that was a crispy vegetarian spring roll that came with
homemade pineapple sweet and
sour sauce for dipping. It was very
hard to stop and eat anything else
after the first bite.
Thai tea is not included in the special, but they treated me to a glass
anyway. The pink Jasmine-like tea
drink reminded me of a sweet tea
milkshake, although not as thick.
Everything was colorful and beautifully arranged and the portions
were more than enough to fill me
up. She also stressed that they do
not use MSG in anything. Little chili
peppers next to the name of each
spicy dish on the menu indicate the
heat level.
Several diners walked by during
the lunch and interview and could

Rib Night is BACK!!!
Every Thursday!

PATIO

be heard saying, “This place is incredible, see you later!”
Sumalee responded, most likely
talking to one of their regular customers, “Okay, tonight, for dinner?”
Just a few of the other lunch specials they offer are: Kapaw minced
chicken; Garlic seafood; Thunwa
soup; and meatball noodle soup.
When asked why Sumalee and
Natchanon decided to open a Thai
restaurant here, she said it’s mainly
because Front Royal didn’t have one
and they had wanted to open one
here.
Sumalee has been in the restaurant business since she was 23, and

likes to cook as well as manage. She
started out in one of her brother’s
four “Young Thailand” restaurants in
Canada, where she learned to cook
for the public and was also head chef
in a Thai restaurant in Tyson’s Corner. She especially likes to make Pad
Thai, the Thai national noodle dish.
Natchanon’s mother, who gracefully declined to have her name included in the story, is the main cook
here and was a chef for more than
10 years, at a Thai restaurant also in
Tyson’s Corner.
“It’s a Thai tradition for the women
of the family to teach the girls how
to cook,” she said, and she grew up

Americana
Signs & Engraving
Heaven Sent Shoppe’s

See Steve with his

NEW “Carved” Signs!

Booth #98-E
@ Festival of Leaves Oct.13th
Sat. Nov. 3rd – Christkindlmarkt
High Tea @ 2 p.m. Reservations required

119 Chester St. • 540-622-2060
P.O. Box 789
Stephens City, VA 22655
540-869-2004

www.prosperitylandscaping.com

1/2 Rack ~ $11.99
Full Rack $14.99
w/ slaw and 1 side

~ Special Lunch menu ~
Now available from 11-2
Monday thru Friday
(Dine-in Only)

Game Time
Wing Specials

& MORE!!

NFL Sunday Ticket
Come & watch your
favorite team on our
huge 46” Wide Screen
TV’s
Friday Acoustic Entertainment • 6 - 9 pm
Tuesdays with Mario • 12 - 1pm 95.3FM

royaloaktavern.net

540.551.9953 • 101 W. 14th St. Front Royal

Prosperity Landscaping cordially invites
you to our Fall Patio Showcase Event!
206 Jamestown Road, Front Royal

Saturday, October 6, 2012 • 10am – 4pm
Rain date October 7th

Featuring a bi-level patio with numerous amenities including
columns and seating walls – But that’s not all!! Come see for
yourself the benefits of creating your own custom outdoor living
space! Our designers will be on hand to discuss your project
and/or answer any questions you may have. If you have ever
considered an outdoor living project, come talk with us!

Let’s get your party started!!!

THIS IS A MUST SEE EVENT!
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New business

would be willing to share a table
with people they don’t know. She
said there’s never been a problem
and folks just give each other space
and sit together like family.
Highlights of the menu are: A
variety of fish and seafood dishes,
papaya salad, fried tofu salad and
several tofu and eggplant vegetarian

dishes.
Coconut juice, homemade ginger
lemon tea and Thai iced coffee or tea
add a refreshing complement to the
spicy and tasty dishes.
“If you come to try it, I know you’ll
come back for sure,” said Sumalee.
In my case, she’s absolutely right.
Carry-out is available and a ban-

quet room is available for special
occasions. Thunwa Thai Cuisine is
located inside the Quality Inn at 10
South Commerce Ave. Their hours
are:
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. noon-10 p.m.
For information, call 540-6310616

Loving Arms Assisted Living

Independent Assisted Living Apartments and Assisted Care Suites

“To Everything ere Is A Season, A Time For Every Purpose Under Heaven” Ecclesiastes 3:1
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Lunch special - Panang Curry with fried rice, coconut chicken soup, and a spring roll with sweet/sour
sauce and Thai tea.
perfecting some of the secret family
recipes, especially the sauces, which
are used in the dishes in their restaurant here.
“Also, I like to cook,” she said, noting that she was trained as a teacher
in Thailand, but prefers cooking. She
also says she really likes Front Royal
and that it reminds her of Thailand.
“It’s nice and quiet. Front Royal
people are nice to their families.
I told a friend it’s wonderful,” she
said.
When asked what dish she would
like to recommend, she said she

wanted to highlight the Northeastern Thai-style “Crying Tiger
Steak”, which is flank steak served
in a homemade spicy lime sauce w/
steamed vegetables.
“It’s healthy and delicious,” she
said, and praised the grilled Salmon
in banana leaves that comes with
homemade spicy lime sauce as well.
“It’s very popular in this restaurant here,” she said.
She also likes the attitude of the
local diners. She said that sometimes when the restaurant gets very
crowded, they ask people if they

SAVE THE DATE!

Sincerely,
Vick i Jowel
l

First of all thank you for all you have
done for Mom. She is really feeling at
home now. All of the Aids are great.
They all get Mom’s humor.  You can not
know how much less stress I have since
Mom has been there. When I go to visit
her it’s in a home, such a great feeling.
Sandy Wolf

Loving Arms is passionate
about providing safe,
comfortable living for our
residents. We offer gracious
senior living with all new
spacious apartments,
mini-suites and
semi-privates offering all
levels of care and service.

Main Street Travel will host
Collette Vacations, premier tour
group on Tuesday, October 30th
at 6:00 PM.
Join us as we present our next
exciting Group Travel Tour:

National Parks of America
Please join us and hear what
Collette has planned!

126 E Main Street

Front Royal, VA 22630
M-S 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Evenings by Appointment

Ginny Leser

office: 540.636.1634
mobile: 540.622.4705

ginny@mainstreet-travel.com

Shelly Cook, RN, Owner/ Administrator
For reservations, brochure and to schedule your personal tour please call

(540) 635-7923

103 Lee Brurke Road

lovingarmsva.com
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For more information, call Front Royal Karate Club at (540)
635-7554, or visit www.FrontRoyalKarate Club.com

Community

Women’s promotion marks continuity at FR Karate Club
4th Degree Black Belt achievement one step on path of attainment

From left, Michele Vaughan, Women‘s Class Sen-sei
Carolyn Corbin, Chief Instructor Sen-sei Art Drago
and Charmel Krueger.
By Carol Ballard
Warren County Report
(Managing editor’s note: we conclude Carol Ballard’s account of the
4th Degree Black Belt promotions
of Michele Vaughan and Charmel
Krueger at the Front Royal Karate
Club of Sensei Art Drago, inadvertently excluded from our last issue.
We begin with the opening two
paragraphs and continue from the
start of the “Participants” subsection with which Part One abruptly
ended.)
The Front Royal Karate Club, just
off East Main Street and down a little brick-paved alley at 7 Kidd Lane,
has been the site for countless promotions over the years, showcasing
students who started out with white

belts, progressed upward through
the levels and eventually received
hard-earned black belts.
But on the Saturday night of Aug.
25, its mirrored walls reflected an
unprecedented sight for the club. On
the same night, Michele Vaughan
and Charmel Krueger became two
of only four females to make 4th Dan
(degree) Black Belt in the school,
whose instructors teach and practice
the Okinawan Shorinryu, or Young
Forest system. Both women are students of 7th Dan Black Belt Instructor Carolyn (Carol) Corbin …

both are 45 years old. Do you realize
they did the equivalent of a 40-mile
run?” Sen-sei Drago said at the end
of it.
And their instructor Carolyn
Corbin, who has been with the
school for 32 of its 39 years, also had
nothing but praise for their effort.
“They’re both remarkable. They
have children, a home life and make
the time for themselves, too. They
take x-amount of time to take classes two-to-three times a week, take
extra classes, do weekend trainings,
and go to other Black Belt promotions. They have to put a lot of time
in,” she said.
The women themselves also took
the time to talk about the reasons
behind their journey toward the
night’s accomplishment.
Michele has lived in Front Royal
for 10 years and said she first got
interested about six years ago when
she brought her three children to
the school to start them in the junior
classes.
“It looked like fun and wanted to
do it myself, so I started in Carol’s
classes,” she said.
Even after getting her first black
belt, she wanted to continue training

PINOCCIOS
CLOCK REPAIR
■ Authorized Service
Center for Howard Miller
& Sligh
■ Licensed and Insured
■ House Calls Available
■ Antique or Modern
■ Serving the valley for
over 36 years

The participants
“It’s the best promotion in 39 years
in the dojo for two people going at
the same time. Both women are
mothers; have kids running around,

(540) 636-7369

www.pinocciosclockrepair.net

and still does.
Michele also likes how the class
workout and practice relieves stress.
She also believes it helps her to be
more patient and keeps her from
selling herself short in other areas of

her life.
“It’s something I know is just for
me. I learn so much about myself
and inner strength and abilities
didn’t know I had. It’s so great to see
that and say, ‘Did I do that?’ It’s an

‘Tails & Ales’ fundraiser
for Humane Society
The Humane Society of Warren County is excited to announce the
1st Annual City National Bank Tails and Ales Karaoke Dance Party
and Silent Auction fundraiser. Tails and Ales will be held Saturday
October 13, 2012 at the Front Royal Moose Lodge from 7 p.m. to
11 p.m. Tickets are $20 in advance and $25 at the door. The ticket
price includes live entertainment and a collectible souvenir glass.
This event is a casual fun evening and is open to everyone. Come
on out and have a tail waggin’ good time! Tickets can be purchased
in person at the shelter or by calling (540) 635-4734 ext 222.
HSWC would like to thank our sponsors-Best in Show-City National Bank and Top Dog Sponsor Ellen Aders, State Farm agent.
HSWC - “Providing compassion and care for the animals of Warren County since 1947.”
(From a release)

The 8th Annual Hunt
Country Cluster Dog Show
September 28, 29 & 30th, 2012

S

Three days of all-breed dog shows, featuring confirmation
judging, obedience and rally trials sponsored by Old
Dominion Kennel Club of Northern Virginia, Inc. and the
Warrenton Kennel Club. More than 150 breeds and varieties
with over 1500 entries will compete each day for the
coveted Best-In-Show award!

ATHEY INSURANCE SERVICES, INC.

Confirmation judging will begin at 8:00am each day.
Obedience and Rally competitions on Saturday & Sunday

*including SR22 & FR44

“Meet-the-Breed” presentations will be offered on Sunday
beginning at 10 am to 12 and 1 to 3. Spectators will be
offered a chance to meet various breeds and their owners in
a hands-on manner. Educational materials will be available
to help you select the ideal breed for your family.

Your Hometown Agent
Home – Auto – Commercial

We could save you up to 15% or MORE! Phone for a FREE quote today!
Purchase insurance from the comfort of your own home or office!

“WE CAN QUOTE ANYWHERE IN VIRGINIA”

Why Pay More?
(540) 635-6744 • 800-296-1814
33 Peyton St. Front Royal • atheyinsurance.com

Ample parking • Delicious food
& refreshments • Vendors selling
dog-related merchandise and supplies
$5 parking
The show will take place at
beautiful Historic Long Branch,
830 Long Branch Lane, Millwood, VA
www.warrentonkc.org and www.odkc.org
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empowering thing,” she said.
When asked about how it feels to
face the men during the promotion,
(break point from last issue) she said
she didn’t feel any fear of them, but
explained that, “the guys have a different style, different chemistry and
come at a different angle.”
“You do the best you can to adjust
to whoever is punching,” she said.
Charmel’s interest initially was
sparked by watching the 1970s Kung
Fu television series starring David
Carradine as the warrior monk hero
Kwai Chang Caine when she was
about 10 years old.
“I wanted to do this. I told my mom
I wanted to take classes, and took
them as a child for a few months. It
was a lifelong dream. Even though
it sounds kind of dorky, I wanted to
be David Carradine and do what he
did,” she said with a laugh.
She said she didn’t see many martial arts movies growing up, but
gets excited now when she sees one.
She mentioned especially enjoying watching the scenes where the
two women warriors were pursuing
and fighting each other high on the
rooftops and in the bamboo trees in
the movie “Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon”.
Charmel went on to explain that
although going for the higher levels

in karate gets more intense because
of the anticipation in building up to
them, she gets stronger and faster
every time.
A family affair
Just like Michele, she got interested as an adult when she brought her
son in to take the junior classes.
“I was hooked right from the beginning. I always hoped to get a black
belt, but when I got it, I wanted to go
on to a higher level.” she said.
Charmel has a 19-year-old son,
who attained a black and gold belt
and a 16 year-old daughter who
got a black and red belt, both when
they were in the junior classes at the
school. She has lived with her family
in Linden for 20 years, and has been
taking classes at the Karate Club for
12 of them.
She said she was surprised when
she found out during the promotion
that she would be punching back
during the sparring and said she enjoys it when the guys come in to the
classes and participate in the promotions.
“It’s been a while since I punched
against a man, maybe not for the
last two months, but when the guys
come in, I can go all out and not
feel like I will hurt them. Also when

free review
Do you have the right investments in place to help you
meet your financial goals?

At Edward Jones, our business is to help people find
solutions for their long-term financial goals.
If you would like a free review of your portfolio or any of your other
investments to see if they are appropriate for your long-term goals,
please call or stop by today.

Richard L Mason, AAMS® Bret W Hrbek, AAMS®
Financial Advisor
.

21 Lee Street
Front Royal, VA 22630
540-635-6830

George L Karnes II, AAMS®
Financial Advisor
.

115 N Royal Ave
Front Royal, VA 22630
540-635-6798

Financial Advisor
.

Holly Hill Professional Center
986 John Marshall Hwy Suite C
Front Royal, VA 22630
540-635-8229

www.edwardjones.com Member SIPC

Carol puts Michele and me together,
we can go at the same level,” she explained.
The path of attainment
Both women appear to share the
desire to attain perfection in their
path to higher levels.
“There’s always more to learn, and
room for improvement. It’s a personal challenge to keep going with
the commitment and desire to learn
how to improve what you have been
doing for a long period of time,” Michele said, and added, “Carol says,
you get out of it what you put into it.
Sometimes you get more because of
the phase of life you’re in.”
Charmel agreed.
“Right before got to this level, I
thought I had achieved what I wanted, but then I thought maybe I’d go
for another level because there’s always something I want to work on.
No matter how long I have done it,
I don’t do it 100 percent correctly,
but I feel like I accomplished some-

Community
thing. Only two other women [in the
school] have achieved such a high
rank,” she said.
Their attitude toward the practice
is summed up by Shoshin Nagamine, 9th degree karate master and
author of “The Essence of Okinawan
Karate-Do”.
“Karate may be considered as the
conflict within oneself or as a lifelong marathon which can be won
only through self-discipline, hard
training and one’s own creative efforts,” he wrote.
The school stands as a place where
people can learn to practice that and
Art Drago and Carolyn Corbin are
dedicated to the process.
One of the reasons Carolyn
Corbin began her women’s classes
was because, “I love to teach,” she
said, and added, “Some of my ladies
are mothers so the dads take Sensei’s (mixed) class and the ladies
take mine. It would be hard for some
husbands and wives to both leave
the family on the same nights. This
way one parent is at home.” Thirteen

Warren County Parks & Recreation

BUS TRIP
LIVE!

ROCKIN ’
EVER AFT
ER
Join Warren County Parks and
Recreation Department and Get
ready to ROCK OUT with some of the hottest tunes and talent from across the kingdom as Disney on
Ice presents Rockin’ Ever After at the Patriot Center in

Fairfax, Virginia

Sunday October 21, 2012
Jam to a Scottish jig as a group of royal contenders from the latest
Disney Pixar film, Brave, competes for headstrong, sharp shooting
Merida, making her ice debut! Experience a show stopping performance
as Sebasian makes waves with Arial. See a chorus of harmless
hooligans from Tangled get a visit from the sassy and spirited Rapunzel
and her charming ally Flynn. And, get your feet moving as the Beast
and his enchanted entourage put on a spectacular show for Belle.

Bus will leave from RES Youth Center at 2:15pm
Show time is 4:30pm

Cost is $50.00 per reservation

Limit 6 tickets per household, and 34 reservations are available.
Seats are located in Section 103.
Reservations will only be accepted at the Warren County Community
Center, 538 Villa Ave, Front Royal, Virginia., Monday through Saturday,
8am -10pm or Sunday, 1pm-9pm.
For more information contact the Warren County Community Center

540-635-1021

Visit us on the web at www.warrencountyva.net

of the 33 women who have attained
Black Belt in the school are from her
classes.
Sen-sei Drago concluded with,
“The magic of the school is that
there’s always something that gives
you that support, always a person to
give you a boost – a group contiguity of surprises. I came here almost
40 years ago and am still here for the
community. On April 7, 2013 it will
be 40 years since I started the dojo in
1973.”
After the promotion, the moon
lit up the mural on the outside back
wall of the dojo, which was inspired
by his Okinawan-based training as
well as Drago’s New York City origins.
In the New York City section, an
image was added after the original
was completed. This was a tribute to
the twin towers and their destruction on 9/11.
A dove flies up over the ghostly
towers and in the night’s moonlight;
it could be seen to reach toward the
painted moon on the wall, possibly
symbolizing the hope for a peaceful
resolution to clashing forces.
For more information, call Front
Royal Karate Club at (540) 635-7554,
or visit www.FrontRoyalKarate Club.
com

Old Grey Mare’s
Acres,
LLC
EQUINE FACILITY
435 Lofton Rd.
Raphine, VA 24472

Indoor Arena Available

for Events, Clubs & Fun Shows!

Conviently located off I-81,
Greenville, VA

540-448-2788

Kay’s School
of Dance
Stephens City, VA

(540) 869-2735
Fall Dance classes

Ages 3.5 to Adult
Creative Movement,
Kinder Ballet, BalletTap - Jazz combination
classes.

6 Week Sessions:
Ballet only

- Monday classes

Hip Hop

- Monday classes

Kays School of Dance
540-869-2735
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“Pretty soon it’ll be in here that you can’t be red-headed or fat and run.” – Mayor Tim Darr’s
humorous self-appraisal on other means he might be disqualified from running for town office

Darr lightens the mood on non-partisan elections
Council divided on details of move to November town elections
Partisan nominations would disqualify Mayor Darr due to Hatch Act
restrictions on federal employees not
being eligible to run in partisan elections. Darr has long worked for the
Department of Defense in security at
the Pentagon.
With both Funk and Sayre staring

at him across the caucus room table
at the Sept. 17 work session, Darr listened as a draft change prepared by
Town Attorney Doug Napier stating
“Candidates for the office of councilman may not be nominated by
political party affiliation but may be
nominated only by petition.” was dis-

Mountain
Fence
We Install Fences Year Round!
Mayor Tim Darr presides over Sept. 17 work session - will council see that he’s
eligible to continue to do so in the future?
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Discussion of draft changes to the
Front Royal Town Charter led to several humorous interludes between
Mayor Tim Darr, council and media
present at a Sept. 17 work session. As
discussion of a seemingly irreversible
consensus to move town elections
from May to November progressed,
the issue of codifying the method by
which candidates for town elections
may be nominated came up.
The idea of codifying the current
and traditional method of non-partisan nominations for town elections
that is prevalent across the commonwealth became an issue when an
initiative by Warren County Republican Committee Secretary Mary Kay
Clark to make partisan nominations
for the May 2012 town election surfaced last February.
In a Feb. 1 e-mail published in this
paper on Feb. 17, Clark proposed
that the county Republican Commit-

tee make nominations of candidates
for the coming town election about
11 weeks away.
“I know I am always coming up
with ideas that some people think
are wild or something. But when O
WHEN are we going to start using
what little influence we have to start
doing something really dramatic?
Daryl is a great candidate, and likely
will advance to the Bd of Supervisors
some day. Also, his primary interest
[he told me personally] is Pro Life issues,” Clark wrote in a Feb. 1 e-mail
to local Republican officials seeking
movement on partisan nominations
in the spring town election. (Daryl
is Daryl Funk, who was elected in
May after garnering a nomination
in the traditional way of gathering
125 signatures of registered town
voter on petitions. At the time Funk
disavowed any direct connection to
Clark’s initiative and wondered what
bearing his stance on pro-life issues
might have to do with municipal politics).

Then WC Republican Committee
Chairman Dave Henderson told us
at the time he had brought the subject up, but not with the intent of
impacting the 2012 election. “I got
several requests within the Party (he
identified Clark and Tom Sayre as the
sources of those inquiries) asking if
we’d be willing to run a mass meeting
to discuss nominations for the town
election,” Henderson said of the original impetus for the special meeting.

    • PC & Mac
    • New & Used Sales
    • In-Home Repairs
    • In-Shop Repairs
637 N. Commerce Ave. • Front Royal

540.622.8055

SpringfieldComputers.com

WE LOVE OLD GOLD!

Diamond Dealers Exchange Inc.
Formerly The Chain Reaction Fine Jewelers

In the K-Mart Shopping Center Next to Radio Shack • Front Royal, VA

Bring us your
unwanted jewelry,
old gold, broken
gold, vintage watches
and coins, and we
will turn them into

Quality jewelry
repairs & engraving

DONE RIGHT

CASH!!!

“Bill Tanner / Jeweler /
Gemologist / Your Friend In
The Jewelry Industry”
Open Mon. - Sat. 10 til 6

540-636-7210

On-Site Jewelry Repair and Engraving.
Many Repairs Done The Same Day.
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Like us on
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for a FREE
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Warren County Fairgrounds

Indoor Flea Market
Antiques & Collectables

Don’t pay “Mall” prices!
We have something for everyone!

OPEN Saturdays and Sundays
9am-5pm
540-635-5827

www.warrencountyfair.com
Rt 522 North • Front Royal, Va.
Space Available and New Vendors are Welcome
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“I don’t see any sense in extending our terms for 18 months to accommodate
even-year elections.” – Vice-Mayor Shae Parker on election year impasse
cussed.
It was pointed out that “or mayor”
needed to be added to the draft.
Councilman Hollis Tharpe, a Republican, pointed out some people
wanted the change to partisan nominations made, and wondered at disenfranchising that group. – “I’m just
asking,” Tharpe added.
“It’s gone on this long without,”
Funk said in apparent support of
continuing non-partisan town elections.
But as the conversation stalled,
Darr commented with a smile, “Pretty soon it’ll be in here that you can’t
be red-headed or fat and run.”
As the laughter died down, Bret
Hrbek pointed out the prohibition
on partisan nominations, formal or
informal, did not prevent those with
a partisan affiliation from campaigning for the candidates of their choice
in town elections.
The consensus, reluctant or not,
appeared to be to move on with the
charter change, adding mayor to
councilmen only being nominated

for the town ballot by petition of eligible voters. It takes 125 verified signatures of registered town voter to
currently get on the ballot.
Later the issue of mayoral succession surfaced. Hrbek noted he had
discovered during his vice mayoral
tenure that while the vice mayor
takes over responsibility for conducting meetings in the mayor’s absence,
that he does not succeed the mayor
were that absence to become permanent.
That observation got a look from
the mayor and the quip, “Now they’re
trying to get rid of me,” leading to
more laughter.
More seriously, the discussion returned to the suddenly popular idea
of town elections being held in November with its historic 35 to 70percent voter turnouts, compared to
a 15 to 20-percent in the stand-alone
May town elections.
“I think it’s pretty evident what’s
going to happen,” Mayor Darr said of
a growing impetus toward November
town elections. And while a council

consensus may have quietly grown
sufficient to realize the change, there
appears to be far less consensus on
the nuts and bolts of the change.
Electoral ping pong?
The first roadblock was whether to
proceed with a more time consuming charter change, which must be
approved by the Virginia General Assembly, or to allow the change to be
implemented by a 2/3’s majority vote
of council.
Hrbek worried that the election
date could become a political pingpong ball with changing council
alignments.
“I agree with Bret, I think we need
to make a decision on what to do and
move forward [with a permanent
change]. – I’m not going to support
it this way,” Tewalt said of any change
that permitted a 2/3’s majority vote
to change election dates back and
forth.
All or nothing;
odd or even?
Funk continued to support his
initiative that elections move to November, but that all six council and
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the mayor’s seats be up for election
every four years during the even-year
presidential election cycle. Funk’s
logic is that if you want a larger voter
turnout, why not have all town councilmen and the mayor elected during
the cycle with the highest turnout?
County registrar records over the
past decade indicate:
• May town turnouts between 15
and 19 percent;
• odd-year elections with only county and state offices up for election
around 35 percent;
• and even-year, presidential election cycles with 60 to 70 percent
turnouts.
The council majority argument
against that, verbalized most prominently by Tewalt and Hrbek, is the
potential one volatile public issue
could lead to the turnover of an entire council and mayor, with the potential of a total loss of institutional
memory and experience.
Funk counters that if you believe
in democracy, such risk is implicit.
However, opponents have pointed
out the American system, while democratically based, is a Republic, at
least in part created by the Founding
Fathers to separate emotional issues
of the moment from dictating the
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makeup or function of government.
Supporters of staggered elections see
that as another safeguard that one
hot-button issue not dictate the entire makeup of a municipal body.
It was also observed that to realize
Funk’s vision of an all or nothing November town election, the mayor’s
term would have to be extended to
four years from two.
Vice-Mayor Parker also observed
with a consensus favoring a charter change to codify the change to
November, it is impossible to get in
place in time for the coming November election.
“I don’t see any sense in extending
our terms for 18 months to accommodate even-year elections,” Parker
told his colleagues.
With the current 2012 election
cycle out of reach due to time constraints with a charter change, the
smallest impact on current terms
would be a switch from May to November of 2013.
County elections are currently held
on odd years. One argument against
the change to November when a public initiative rose up in the lead up
to the 2012 election was that voters
might be confused facing state and/
or presidential campaign issues while
considering the town race. However,
to at least one observer (this one) it
would seem that dueling town and
county campaigns would be more
confusing to voters due to existing
confusion over town and county authority on things like schools, parks
and rec oversight, and zoning and
planning codes.
In the end the odd-even issue was
unresolved. However, Funk appeared
to have no support for the all-at-once
elections, whatever year they occurred in.
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“We have had vehicles swept over the bridge; we have had a recent death and numerous closings over the
past few years … Warren County needs the bridge replaced to protect the safety, health and welfare of its
citizens – it only makes sense.” – County Supervisor Richard Traczyk

Controversy erupting over low-water bridge replacement
Is new Morgan’s Ford Bridge a threat to rural ambience or just common sense?

This new bridge in Shenandoah County is the same design proposed for Morgan’s
Ford low-water bridge replacement.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
During board comments at the
Sept. 18 Warren County Board of
Supervisors meeting a public informational meeting on VDOT plans to
replace the Morgan’s Ford low-water
bridge was announced for Nov. 14.

The meeting will be held at Fire &
Rescue’s Front Royal Company One
building across Commerce Avenue
from the Warren County Government Center.
Led by Shenandoah District Supervisor Richard Traczyk, in whose
district the bridge lies, the county
has been working to get state and

local funding streams in place to
replace the deteriorating, one-lane
bridge connecting the east and west
portions of the county across the
Shenandoah River near its intersection with Shenandoah Farms Road.
Traczyk has repeatedly cited safety
as the primary reason to replace the
87-year-old bridge built in 1925. And

he led the effort to get retractable
gates installed on both sides of the
bridge to head off the type of tragedy that took a 21-year-old Stephen’s
City girl’s life in March 2010 during
flooding that swept over the 321-foot
long, 11-foot wide one-lane bridge
that stands only about five or six feet
above the river during normal flow.
On the way to a friend’s house during a stormy evening on March 30,
2010, Jessica Lynn Barr approached
the bridge, according to some sources following GPS mapping, on the
winding two-lane rural road from
the north and failed to see a “Bridge
Closed” sign that was the only warning of the treacherous situation ahead
of her.
Trapped and drifting downriver
the girl called 911 on her cell phone,
saying she believed she had driven
into a yard and someone’s pond. She
maintained contact with the 911 dispatcher until contact was broken as
her car filled with water and the river
took her life.
Our report of the incident published on April 2, 2010, stated, “When
rescuers arrived there appeared to
be about 2-feet of water over the
bridge … Fire & rescue launched
two boats and located Barr’s vehicle
about 75 feet downstream from the
bridge lodged against a tree … on
the Shenandoah River’s north bank.

Only the rear end of the vehicle was
partially visible … rescue personnel
made contact with the vehicle at 9:50
p.m., broke out the rear window and
removed Barr, who was not breathing and did not have a pulse.”
“When I first moved to Front Royal
some 30-plus years ago, I recall driving over the low-water bridge and
wondering how and why with all the
traffic and hazards inherent with a
bridge such as this, that it was not replaced with a safer and more up-todate structure. That was 30 years ago
when the bridge handled 300 crossings a day. Today the traffic is 1800
crossing daily,” Traczyk observes.
“Over the years I have observed citizens attempting to cross the bridge
during flood stages, which are frequent. Some make it; some require
rescue – putting our fire & rescue
personnel in harm’s way. We have
had vehicles swept over the bridge;
we have had a recent death and numerous closings over the past few
years … Warren County needs the
bridge replaced to protect the safety,
health and welfare of its citizens – it
only makes sense.”
Traczyk cited emergency services
vehicles from Company 10 North
Warren being cut off from responses
to the Morgan’s Ford area of Happy
Creek and the near Shenandoah
Farms area when the bridge is closed
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“Our purpose in writing to you today is to continue to urge that the history and rarity of this area of Warren
County be considered … and that the present low-water bridge be repaired rather than replaced.” – bridge
replacement opponents Wayne and Susie Chatfield-Taylor to state official

The roadway of the Shenandoah County bridge.
by flooding.
Opposition
However, a core of area residents
are lobbying state officials against replacing the bridge – a development
Traczyk finds misguided and disturbing.
Opponents call the plan to replace
the bridge misguided and worry over
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a loss of rural ambience and creation
of a link in a “new bypass” through
their rustic, residential area.
“There is talk the bridge will become a bypass – what would it bypass?” Traczyk asks. “I do not see a
new bridge becoming anything more
than it is now – except safer.”
Some disagree.
“Our purpose in writing to you today (November 25, 2011) is to con-
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tinue to urge that the history and rarity of this area of Warren County be
considered (we are convinced it has
not been so far) and that the present
low-water bridge be repaired rather
than replaced so that it can continue
to play its part as a modest element in
this rural world, a vital preservation
district, an increasingly rare survivor
of an ecosystem that is full of history
as well as nature, and full of ongoing
uses that make it completely viable to
today’s Warren County farmer and
resident,” wrote Wayne and Susie
Chatfield-Taylor to Virginia Departmental of Historic Resources Director Kathleen S. Kilpatrick.
“Crossing the bridge is unforgettable,” the Chatfield-Taylor’s continue.
“Often we see someone who is crossing for the first time and he will stop
and turn around to go over again be-

Rural storm story
cause it is so special. There are no big
trucks, or volumes of speeding traffic
– that is for the highways – 522, 340,
Interstate 66. The bridge does not
accommodate heavy vehicles. It is
weather dependent and during hard
rains times, it is closed with little inconvenience to travelers.”
It would appear the Chatfield-Taylors and others fear an improved
bridge will become a shortcut for
commercial truck traffic from west
of the bridge to the Kelley Industrial
Park and other industrial and commercial development along the Route
522 North Corridor.
Compromise?
Perhaps a compromise is available
that can save lives and maintain rural ambience. Is it possible to restrict

commercial truck traffic from the
new bridge and leave the historic
bridge intact for foot traffic and fishing?
We’ll be sure to ask VDOT officials
and Mr. Traczyk at the upcoming
Public Information meeting of Nov.
14. (Oh, we don’t have to wait – Traczyk tells us the current truck ban for
the existing bridge has already been
extended to a new bridge when
opened.)
Cost of the bridge is estimated at
$7.1 million to $7.3 million and the
project appears to be on VDOT’s fast
track
The bridge will be almost identical to a similar one in Shenandoah
County near Strasburg pictured with
this story.
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Light at the end of the tunnel for bus tour business
Town planning director finds elusive paperwork on 15 Chester Street
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Alexandria-based bus tour proprietor Betty Ward confirmed that
Front Royal Planning Director Jeremy Camp had uncovered paperwork
that has facilitated positive movement on her permitting and zoning
issues with Warren County. That
movement will allow Ward to begin
utilizing her building at 15 Chester
Street as a stopping point destination
for the “Footsteps to the Past” bus
tours she conducts around the state.
Near the end of an eventful Sept.
17 town council work session, Town
Planning Director Camp briefly
mentioned the necessary paperwork,
previous business permits listing 15
Chester Street as those business’s
location, had been uncovered by his
office, allowing Ward’s business plan
to proceed.
“That’s exactly what we asked her
for – any previous business permits
that would indicate a commercial
use,” County Administrator Doug
Stanley said of the pending resolution.
Ward confirmed things appeared to
finally be moving toward resolution
in a Sept. 24 phone conversation. She
said that once a final question from
the county building code department
about load bearing capacity on her
redone front porch was answered,
she should be able to complete preparations to open her Front Royal bus
tour branch for business at 15 Chester Street. She complemented the
town planning director and his staff
for their efforts on her behalf. “They
certainly were helpful,” she said.
Did she have a timeframe for her
tour buses and their tourism dollars
stopping here, we asked.
“The minute I get the okay – certainly before Halloween,” she replied.
County Building Code Official David Beahm agreed his department’s
final okay establishing the new front

porch met commercial load-bearing requirements should be imminent; and that “Footsteps to the Past”
should be heard through Front Royal
very soon.
Ward has been in the trenches
with the county Building and Zoning
Departments for nearly a year after
purchasing the building she hoped to
use as a business office and historical
stopping point for tourists making
their way back from more southern
destinations to the tour’s Alexandria
home base. Ward was seeking to add
Front Royal as a destination off I-66
for returning tours from the south to
avoid a more easterly, congested and
less historic route back to the tour
point of origin.
At a council work session about
two months ago, Beahm and County
Administrator Stanley responded
to questions from town officials
about Ward’s plight in attempting to
bring a small, independent business
with positive revenue implications
for other town businesses into the
town limits. Stanley said the county’s
hands were tied because they could
discover no paperwork indicating
past commercial uses at 15 Chester
Street.
However, Vice-Mayor Shae Parker
said it was common knowledge in the
community the building had been
used commercially for years. Parker
even asserted the building was constructed originally as a doctor’s office.
The residential use designation
the county could only verify meant
Ward would be limited to operate a
residential-commercial use, limiting
employee numbers and the ability to
make the building a commercial bus
tour stop.
We prefer to accentuate the positive and view the resolution of Ward’s
situation as an example of what can
be accomplished when town and
county staffs get on the same page
to solve a problem. Hopefully in the

wake of the consultant review of the
county building code department
and the county’s efforts to address
problems cited in that review, such
cooperation can come on the front
end, rather than the back of situations like Betty Ward’s.
‘Inter-species’ communication
In fact, Beahm and County Planning Director Taryn Logan noted
the county was moving toward establishment of a Development Review Committee to facilitate such

inter-departmental communications
across municipal boundaries prior
to the recent consultant report. That
now-established committee includes
representatives of the Warren County Building and Inspections and Planning Departments, the Town Planning and Public Works Departments,
the town-county EDA, VDOT, state
Health Department, and Rappahannock Electric Company.
The committee is meeting monthly
and its goal is to increase communications and simplify processes to
prevent unnecessary delays of the

type Mrs. Ward believes she experienced. One result should be quicker
interaction between municipalities
and involved departments that expedite the search for and discovery of
the type of paperwork for some reason the town alone appears to have
had regarding the commercial history of 15 Chester Street.
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“I’d still like to have solar in our portfolio … but there are still growing pains. And this isn’t
a one-time deal. This is Phase One (of AMP’s solar power plan) – we don’t need to break
ground. We can sit back and wait.” – Town Director of Energy Resources Joe Waltz

Town

Town likely to play wait and see on solar power
Energy Director tells council variables make solar a costly gamble - now
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
At a Sept. 17 town council work session Front Royal Director of Energy
Resources Joe Waltz recommended a
wait and see attitude toward incorporating solar energy into the town’s energy portfolio through its AMP-Ohio
energy municipal cooperative.
Waltz, who is the town’s representative on the American Municipal
Power (AMP) board of directors,
pointed to cost uncertainties and a
lack federal standards that currently
make solar power development more
costly and sustainable energy credits
wildly divergent from state to state.
“Until we get federal standards I’m
not sure how the market will move,”
Waltz told the Front Royal Town
Council.
With so many variables at play and
a current base cost of $85 per megawatt hour, about $19 higher than the
town’s current average energy purchase price of about $66 MW hour
in an AMP-driven portfolio combining coal, hydro and wind-generated
power. And while there are peripheral environmental and other benefits as acknowledged during a Sept. 4
work session by Mayor Tim Darr, in a
volatile energy environment with unresolved political variables that could
mightily impact future costs one way
or the other depending on which political party controls Congress and
the Presidency, at this point those
benefits may be too peripheral.
“I’d still like to have solar in our
portfolio … but there are still grow-

ing pains. And this isn’t a one-time
deal. This is Phase One (of AMP’s
solar power plan) – we don’t need
to break ground. We can sit back
and wait,” Waltz told council. Waltz
has recommended the town move to
include solar to account for 2.5 percent of its energy purchase portfolio.
Current federal standards call for
municipal energy portfolios to be 50
percent sustainable by 2015.
Among the things the town would
be waiting to see, are how the November national election plays out
and which political party’s priorities
will direct the nation’s energy policy
in the next two to four years. Will Republican priorities rewarding existing polluting oil and coal production
hold sway, or will the Democrats gain
enough congressional votes to support a re-elected Democratic presi-

dent’s likely move to increase subsidies for solar and other sustainable
energy sources, rather than continue
past subsidies for oil, coal and even
nuclear power generation?
Whichever way you lean politically,
there can be little doubt that Republicans and Democrats bring radically
different perspectives to bear on such
issues. So, committing to a 35-year
contract on solar at this point in time
is, indeed, a HUGE gamble. AMP is
looking for a 35-year commitment to
Phase One of its solar power production and purchase plan.
And while Waltz reiterated his recommendation that Front Royal eventually include solar to account for 2.5
percent of its energy portfolio, his
Sept. 4 appraisal that the initial $85
MW hourly cost (about 2 cents per
customer kilowatt hour) was “hard to
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his detailed exploration of the status
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Electric revolution

Tesla Motors to build national network of free electric car charging stations

Tesla’s supercharger stations are already set up in six locations throughout California and the company plans to have them at highway
rest stops throughout the USA and lower Canada within 4-6 years. The electricity at Tesla’s supercharger stations will be free for Tesla
Model S owners since it is provided from low-maintenance solar power.
By Dan McDermott
Warren County Report
Tesla Motors co-founder Elon
Musk says his innovative high-end
electric car company is rolling out a
national (and eventually world-wide)
network of free solar-powered rapid
charging stations for its new Tesla
Model S cars.
Tesla’s Model S series can run as
much as $100,000 and are completely electric. The notion of a car with
no engine at all as a backup can be a
deal-killer for drivers who travel long
distances.
At an event Sept. 25, Musk said

there are actually three reasons some
people don’t view electric cars as
practical. Then he proceeded to solve
each one before a stunned crowd.
1) “The range is too short.”
Slow charging at home, a high end
Tesla has a range of 300 miles. Tesla’s
new “Super Charger” will give Teslas
a 150 mile trip on a 30 minute charge.
“You could drive for three hours,
stop at a rest area and recharge for
30 minutes and be ready to go again,”
Musk said. There are six stations already deployed in California. “This is
not some figment of imagination that
may be happening at some point in
the future. We built these up in se-

Tesla’s all electric Model S Signature Series retails
for $97,900 after a $7,500 tax credit. It has a range of
300 miles from an 85kWh battery with an unlimitedmileage 8 year warranty. The car can go from 0 - 60
in 4.4 seconds up to a top speed of 130 mph.

cret and we are unveiling them for
the first time tonight...Within two
years we will cover almost the entire
United States with Super Chargers.
You’ll be able to travel practically
anywhere. Our long-term goal is
(within 4-5 years) to cover the entire
United States and the lower part of
Canada.” Europe and eventually the
entire world are planned as well. During the presentation, Musk showed a
video of 4 cars being charged in different California stations that day.
	2) “You are just burning fuel at a
power plant instead of the car.”
The super chargers will be powered
by solar panels from Solar City, on of
Musk’s other companies and “are designed to generate more power than
required for the cars so the Super
Chargers will actually put more power into the grid than the cars use,” he
said.
3) “Electric vehicles are trendy but
too expensive and not worth it.”
The Tesla Model S cars equipped
with the Super Charging technology
will be able to use the stations at no
cost. “You’ll be able to travel for free,
forever on pure sunlight. It’s pretty
hard to beat that. Free long distance?
You’re not going to be able to get that
with gasoline.”
At the start of his talk, a Tesla was
plugged in. At the conclusion of his
10 minute presentation it had gained
enough charge to drive 50 miles.
From sunlight. For free.
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“The biggest problem is the same as it was two years ago. A private person wants to work with the
public sector, so you need DEQ permits to work on town property.” – Jerry Scholder

To feed the worms, or not to feed the worms
Town ponders adding vermistabilization to its wastewater/sludge treatment

Jerry Scholder offers worm-cleaned sludge to council for their own gardening needs
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
In addition to pondering the timing
and dynamics of adding solar power
to its energy portfolio, on Sept. 17
the Front Royal Town Council revisited another green (actually in this
case “brown”) utility proposal. That
proposal is including vermistabilization (hungry worms) to its wastewater treatment process for sludge.
In a summary presented to council
for background, staff noted that the
town converts contaminated, wet
“Class B” sludge into 340 “dry tons
of dewatered sludge” annually at a
cost of $225,000. The dewatered, decontaminated sludge is classified as
Class A sludge and can be disposed
of in a number of ways, including sale
to large or small gardeners.
Local vermistabilization proponent
and entrepreneur Jerry Scholder first
brought his environmentally-friendly sludge disposal proposal, which
he asserts is a much cheaper process
than currently favored ones, to the
town two years ago. Scholder’s initial

Introducing... Blast Masters of VA

proposal was for the town to provide
the facility and funds for a pilot test
study that would be required in order
to achieve certification by the Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality prior to implementation.
Such a pilot study would be required due to the newness of the process, which town staff pointed out
has not been implemented as part of
a wastewater treatment facility anywhere in the U.S. at this point.
In a second pitch to council in
August 2011, Scholder estimated
his vermistabilization process could
convert 300 tons of Class B waste
to disposable Class A on just 2,000
square feet of land. Since his first presentations in August 2010, Scholder
has contended the town could save
millions in annual sludge disposal
expenses over a 20-year period with
his process.
However, the town has selected
a heating process known as ATAD
for sludge disposal in its mandated
wastewater treatment plant upgrades.
But Scholder is a true believer that

vermistabilization is the way of the
future for wet sludge disposal. On
Sept. 17, Scholder reiterated that
contention due to what he points out
is a natural and extremely effective
process with relatively low implementation and maintenance costs
that produces a Class A dry sludge
byproduct that can produce revenue
through sale for gardening operations.
To make that point, Scholder
brought plastic bags of dry sludge
that his home vermistabilization
operation has produced as gifts for
council and staff for their own gardening use.
On Sept. 17, Scholder pointed to
the $4-million start-up cost of implementing the ATAD sludge heating
process – probably about $3.8 or so
million more than starting a town
worm farm, Scholder points out.
As for the regulatory reluctance
and requirements to implement vermistabilization, Scholder pointed to
an institutional reluctance toward
change. As for regulatory reluctance,
he said, “They (EPA) are concerned
about the mechanism – they know
the worms do it but they keep asking ‘how do they do it?’ They say
they don’t understand the process,”
Scholder said of a process he said
could reduce treatment costs by 50
percent.
He also asserted that while the U.S.
has been slow to embrace the lower
cost, more natural method of wet
sludge disposal “other countries are
doing it. By 2025 the earth’s population is estimated to be 8 billion. It is
a green technology – it is the right
thing to do but everybody (here) is
afraid to do it.
“The biggest problem is the same
as it was two years ago. A private
person wants to work with the public sector, so you need DEQ permits
to work on town property,” Scholder
said.

SANDBLASTING ~ POWDER COATING ~ CHEMICAL COATING

After initially appearing to ask for
a “yes or no” answer from council
that could have ended the discussion
right there, Scholder was reeled in by
portions of council who liked his idea
but suggested a reduced proposal in
order to deal with permitting and
other variables on what is a new process in the U.S.
Start small
“Maybe you need to partner with
someone else with resources and
land. We’re all thinking green and we
must in the future … I like the idea
but,” Councilman Hollis Tharpe said
of the dynamics of implementation
of vermistabilization as part of a municipal utility.
“What are we talking about to begin?” Councilman Eugene Tewalt
asked.
The answer was 16 cubic feet of
land and 800 pounds of contaminated
bio-solids (wet sludge) for Scholder’s
worms to go to work on. Scholder
suggested town wastes because they
are a known product as far as contaminants to give DEQ, or any other
permitting agency, a known base to
judge results from.
Following Scholder’s volunteering
that in traditional winter weather
patterns here, his process would be
shut down for an average of three

months a year, Vice-Mayor Shae
Parker observed that if the town
did implement it, vermistabilization would be a supplement system,
rather than a primary one. “It’s obviously not going to replace the ADAT
… we need to ask DEQ to allow the
pilot study. Maybe initially we could
involve the horticulture department,”
Parker suggested of first steps toward
a public-private partnership with
Scholder.
“I don’t think the town will have a
problem in allowing you to set up a
test bed if it is allowed by DEQ,” Mayor Darr said.
After Tom Sayre asked what impact winter would have were approval to come in the next few months,
Scholder said a test operation could
be set up outdoors or indoors. He
added that while they become inactive, the worms should have no problem surviving winter.
“Let’s focus on getting a two, threeweek pilot program in place,” Parker
said.
“Keep it as simple as possible – and
keep [the proposal and results] in
layman’s terms,” the mayor concluded of a consensus to move forward
in small steps toward showing DEQ
and EPA that feeding the worms is an
effective, cost-effective and taxpayerfriendly way to help the town convert
“bad” sludge into “good” sludge.
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samplings: a twelve year old who defies the times by posing as a boy in
order to race a horse, challenging
gender discrimination; the troubled
woman who, after having been molested as a child, decides to choose
with whom she liaisons, thereby controlling her own sexuality; a provocative feline who parades around in a
slip and refuses to be thrown off that
roof. Threads of rebellion, opposi-

Handyman Service
Call Shawn 540-440-6173

Literature & culture
tion to convention and being more
afraid of not tempting fate prevail in
these revelations. It prompts one to
pause and reflect upon previous conceptions which, in turn, might create new images of this extraordinary
woman.
Columnist Katy Pollitt said, “Feminism is a social justice movement.”
If so, then perhaps Elizabeth Taylor was an accidental feminist. This

discourse enables us to shelve the
obvious in order to look for a more
seditious element within her performances. Henceforth, each detail of
her portrayals could be scrutinized,
challenged and our conscious reactions may no longer be distracted by
her incomparable beauty. Perhaps
she was more…much more!      
Sheila Lamonzs, Reviewer

Newtown Antiques & Pawn
375 Fairfax Pike, Stephens City VA (in CB’s deli corner)

(540) 869-2669

Open Mon. - Sat. from 10am-5pm

Buy, Sell, Loan EVERYDAY! • FREE LAYAWAY!

The Accidental Feminist
How Elizabeth Taylor’s beauty interfered
with our perception of who she was
By M. G. Lord

Front Royal Women’s Resource
Center and Royal Oak Bookshop donate books to Samuels Public Library
that are by or about women. This
book was a recent donation and is
available for checkout.
Violet jewels, reflecting a vibrant,
sensual, erotic presence,
Unveiled in a world of pretense,
imagery and naked reality.
Flamboyant, tenacious and a generosity that knew no bounds,
Thus, the Elizabeth Rosemond
Taylor known to the world.
But, was there more…much more
to this breathtaking creature?
Perhaps her ‘place in the sun’ provoked a lightning rod,
A beacon that illuminated alternatives for women, unknowingly.
Was she possibly more…..much
more?
M.G. Lord challenged her literary

acumen when she decided to awaken
our senses with the thought of Liz
Taylor being more than just a beautiful face. The author suggests that the
images she portrayed on the screen
might have presented a depth that,
until now, has never been explored.
Was she a closet feminist disguised in
the cloaks of the personalities she inhabited on screen? Ms. Taylor often
felt that the characters she displayed
were totally superficial and did not
reflect the woman, herself. However,
in reading this book, one will be exposed to revelations that may contradict that statement and force the
reader to reevaluate the Liz Taylor
the world has always acknowledged.
The author delves into many of Taylor’s movies, dissects them and spews
feminine associations deftly, with an
exploratory skill that is engrossing.  
In a most creative manner, the author allows you to see the actress in
a different light, as revealed in these
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OFF
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Thanks to all the 2 & 4 legged participants in our 2nd Annual Walk the
Dog event which was held at Eastham Park on Saturday, Sept. 22nd!

Special THANKS to the following:

• Top Dog Sponsor - Bruce Boppe
• Hydrant Stop Sponsors - Zuckerman Metals, South St. Express Wash,
Edward Jones (Richard Mason), First Bank, Rt. 619 Warren Co. Vet, Shawnee
Canning (Cross Junction) and My Church (Strasburg)
• Partner Level Sponsors - Ginny Leser (Main Street Travel), Beth Waller
(Weichert), Sealock Dental Lab and Ultimate Automotive (Winch)
• Door Prize Donors - Southern States, FR Daily Grind, Delta Rho Sorority,
Ridgeline Design and Beau Monde Boutique,
Kaye Kaetzel - Program Director, Special Love, Inc.
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Now don’t be so quick to dismiss Tareq Salahi as a viable Republican nominee … “His platform includes
but is not limited to, More Jobs, Less Taxes, Less Government and Pro Military.” Now that sounds familiar.
Wind up any Republican candidate ... and you are likely to hear [it] echoed verbatim.

State politics?

Reality vs. ‘reality’ TV - Salahi’s gubernatorial campaign
Local leaders and candidate for governor cross paths at VML Conference

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
How weird can it get for Virginia
Republicans?
Let’s ponder a “reality TV” driven
battle for the party’s nomination for
governor between right-wing, social extremist Attorney General Ken
Cuccinelli and past “Real Housewives
of DC” househusband and “alleged”
White House gatecrasher Tareq Salahi.
Okay, that’ll work for starters.
Cuccinelli has recently been attacked by state Democratic AG candidate and District 33 (Fairfax-Loudoun) State Senator Mark Herring
for bullying state Health Department
officials into newly stringent and
seemingly unnecessary building code
requirements on clinics that perform
legal abortions. Herring believes the
current AG is utilizing his office to
forward a personal social agenda,
rather than enforce and interpret
the laws of the commonwealth in an
objective fashion. That issue continues to escalate as Cuccinelli says he
will fight a State Health Department
Board vote to exempt existing clinics
from the regulation.
Salahi – well, Tareq is in the midst

John Kovac
harpist/harp maker

p(ARPLESSONS
p'UITARLESSONS
p(ARPSFORSALE
Call 635-2534 or
visit web site: johnkovac.com

of a highly public divorce and settled
out-of-court $50-million lawsuit
with Real Housewives co-star and estranged wife Michaele, involving, as
we all know by now, Journey guitarist
Neil Schon. During happier times the
Salahis were called Warren County’s
most famous couple thanks to their
unscheduled appearance at a White
House state dinner in November
2009 and consequent worldwide publicity and reality TV roles focused on
the lead up to that White House appearance and its consequences. The
DC Housewives show was cancelled
after one season. In “reunion” shows
it appeared several of the other participants did not want to continue
with the Salahis – who gave the show

its over-the-top “reality TV” oomph
– involved.
Our ace tabloid beat reporter and
publisher Dan McDermott has a
report on Salahi’s BBQ fundraiser
launch of his gubernatorial campaign
at his Mosby Estates home near
Linden elsewhere in this issue. Approached by an unnamed vice mayor
and local sign painter about possible
photos of Salahi at the VML Conference in Williamsburg this week, McDermott forwarded us a Salahi press
release with an offer of photos from
the same event:

made a visit to Historic Williamsburg on Sunday evening, September
23rd with a full film crew filming his
tour for the new television show “In
it to Win it!” … In just a few hours,
the kick off of the tour was deemed
a success. Candidate Salahi stated,
‘It was impressive to attend the VML
Conference and be able to essentially
tour Virginia in one evening meeting
with so many Mayors and other local
leaders.’ ”
Now don’t be so quick to dismiss
Tareq Salahi as a viable Republican
nominee for the highest state office.

His Sept. 25 press release on his visit
to the VML Conference points out,
“His platform includes but is not limited to, More Jobs, Less Taxes, Less
Government and Pro Military.”
Now that sounds familiar. – Wind
up any Republican candidate for virtually any office, anywhere in this Age
of Grover Norquist and Karl Rove
Republicanism and you are likely
to hear Salahi’s campaign rhetoric
echoed verbatim. Regardless of who
says it, do the dots connect; does it
make sense? Don’t ask, ignorance is
bliss – on both sides of the aisle I will
add (it’s not my fault he’s running as

“WILLIAMSBURG, VA: SEPTEMBER 25, 2012: Celebrity Candidate for Governor Tareq Salahi,
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Salahi’s VML press release adds of the candidate, “He is also a nationally recognized television personality
whose triumphs, tragedies and tribulations in recent years have been aired globally.” That is also certainly
true of current Republican Presidential candidate Mitt Romney.

a Republican) – during political campaign season.
Salahi’s VML press release adds of
the candidate, “He is also a nationally recognized television personality whose triumphs, tragedies and
tribulations in recent years have been
aired globally.”
That is also certainly true of current Republican Presidential candidate Mitt Romney.
Television has globally recorded
Romney’s:
• triumphs (he is worth millions and

millions and earns millions annually
but technically not in “wages” so he
pays NO income taxes, and little if
any taxes on his cleverly placed – by
fund managers – assets in Swiss and
Cayman Island bank accounts);
• tragedies (he continues to open his
mouth in public – and private);
• and tribulations (there are usually cameras, sometimes even hidden ones, to record the result of candidate Mitt, off the cuff, day to day,
place to place).
In fact, we’d guess Mitt’s reality

TV presidential campaign has surpassed “The Real Housewives of DC”
in popularity – and certainly in jawdropping gasps of disbelief.
And like candidate Romney, who
has managed to portray himself as
the champion of both the billionaire
elites who finance him with millions
in the hope of additional billions in
annual tax breaks, as well as of the
blue-collar rabble (count me in, I
have blue T-shirt on as I type this)
working paycheck to paycheck who
don’t even know how many zeroes

State politics?
are in a million, much less a billion (6
and 9, right?); Tareq Salahi promises
he too can be all things to all people:
“He is empathetic to the challenges
faced by small business owners in
agriculture, manufacturing, tourism,
service and other industries, who
are the foundation of our economic
growth. He is best characterized as
business friendly and fiscally conservative while being socially moderate,”
Salahi’s campaign asserts.
“Candidate Salahi will bring much
needed new and dynamic energy to

Virginia’s government,” we are told.
Hey, I’m on board!!!
But alas, I’m not a Republican – or
a Democrat for that matter.
But as for Virginia Republicans,
why not get on board too?
Why would you only believe such
bombastic political hyperbole from
those with more experience dishing
it out?
Tareq Salahi – Warren County’s
own breath of not-so-fresh Republican air on the state political scene.
GO Tareq!!!

Engle’s Angle: New Knives, Anal Aunts
and Overeager Waiters
By Kevin S. Engle
Warren County Report
“How about using a clean knife?
Please.”
I was at a Subway® restaurant
picking up dinner. My wife wanted
tuna. After making hers and cutting it in half, the “sandwich artist”
was about to use the very same
knife, the one with tuna all over it,
to cut mine.
That’s a no no. A big no no.
I don’t care for tuna or anything
else that has mayonnaise in it or
on it. Potato salad, egg salad,
tuna salad, macaroni salad, ham
salad. Get it away from me.
I’m picky about what I like and
don’t like. But I’m not the only
one.
My wife doesn’t want green
peppers on her half of the pizza.
She says the taste grows over everything.
She also has a thing about a
food’s “texture”. I don’t fully get
that one, although I did have some
soft squishy grapes the other day
and wasn’t too wild about those.
When my aunt is at a restaurant,
she’s extremely particular about
how she wants her meal.
“Keep the gravy on the side,”
she’ll tell the waitress. “And don’t
let the fries touch the pickle. And
no ice in my water.”
It’s embarrassing.
We used to eat out with friends
who were agonizingly slow when
it came time to order their meals.
With the waiter standing there,
they’d go over every item on the
menu, trying to decide what to
get.
“The tilapia sounds good. How’s
that prepared? Is it spicy? What
about the sirloin? Does it have a
lot of fat? And the chicken breast?
Can I get it without the skin?”
I can only imagine what was going through the waiter’s head.
I know what was going through

mine.
“Pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeease
pick something. I’d like to eat.
Tonight.”
It was torture. And they did it
every time.
I appreciate good service, but
sometimes the wait staff tries too
hard. For instance, I don’t necessarily want, or need, my water
glass filled every twenty-seven
seconds. I like to finish things,
but how am I supposed to do
that when they keep filling up my
glass?
“How is everything?” they’ll
ask.
Typically, it’s before I’ve even
had a chance to take my first bite.
“Give me a minute and I’ll let you
know.”
Do you know any food inspectors with the health department?
You probably work with them.
They’re the people who insist on
checking out what you have to eat
and are more than willing to sample if you’re willing to share.
“Ooooh, what’s that?” they ask
as they stand behind you, salivating over your meal.
“It’s my lunch. Now back off.”
If you’re starving, I’ll share. If
you’re just curious, go away.
I don’t ask for much. A new
knife at Subway®, friends who
know what they want to eat and
an empty water glass.
Bon appétit.
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“Either way I’m going to be on the ballot. Either way I’m in it to win it, so
I’m going to be on the ballot no matter what – either way.” – Tareq Salahi on
gubernatorial run

State politics

Salahi begins campaign for Va. Gov (and reality TV show)

Virginia gubernatorial candidate Tareq Salahi confers with campaign co-manager Andrea Ross while
a camera of six captures an event for an upcoming
reality documentary.
By Dan McDermott
Warren County Report
Warren County’s own Tareq Salahi
launched his underdog bid for the
governor’s mansion with a campaign
BBQ designed to push his message of
crashing the conventional party lines.
(See related story in this issue by my
colleague Roger Bianchini.)
In what is likely a first, the entire
campaign for the nomination and the
general election (whether he wins the
GOP nod or not, he says he’s in) will

be taped for a national reality documentary to air sometime after the
final votes are cast.
I discussed the race, his current
thoughts on his alleged 2009 crashing
of the White House and his feelings
about his now ex-wife Michaele, now
with Journey founder Neal Schon in
an exclusive interview. (I use the term
exclusive loosely since we were surrounded by a dozen security guards
(literally six times what the actual
governor has) and a TV camera crew
of about 6 who were capturing the

whole thing for the upcoming show
In It To Win It.
DAN MCDERMOTT: Tareq Salahi,
you’re running for Governor of Virginia and this is also being taped for a
show. Tell me what’s going on.
TAREQ SALAHI: That’s right. This is
my kick-off today. This is the Crash
the Candidate’s BBQ and we’re very
excited. We have a great RSVP advance list and a lot of friends coming
and supporters and a lot of people
who are curious too. They haven’t decided what they’re going to do. You
know we’ve got 16 months ahead of
us. So we’re kicking it off in my home
here in Warren County, here in Front
Royal, Va. You know it’s a beautiful
day and we thought this was the best
way to have a down-to-earth barbecue here at my home.
DM: This is sort of the kick-off for the
show. When is it supposed to air?
TS: Yeah, this is also the kick-off for
the show In It To Win It and a chance
for people to hear about my platforms
and see how serious I am about running for Governor of Virginia. It’s going to air after the elections and it’s
something we’re just going to have to
watch to see what happens. But it will
air after the elections.
DM: So is it sold? Do you know what

A FULLY DIVERSIFIED PROFESSIONAL COMPANY

network or how that’s working?
TS: Well I can’t talk about that. I’m
under a non-disclosure agreement
and I can’t talk about the details. It is
home. It is an exciting time and it is a
full production.
DM: When are we going to see more
about your campaign specifics?
TS: Today. We’re going to start putting it out today. I’m going to be giving a speech. You’re going to hear
about some of my platform, some of
the issues. Why I got into this in detail
– things that people just don’t know
about me. They don’t know that I was
in politics, that I authored legislation
for Virginia that I helped Virginia agriculture and Virginia tourism, that
I’ve been appointed by three governors, you know things that people
just don’t know. You’re going to hear

more today when I do speak about
the issues and we are starting and
launching the campaign today.
DM: You have adopted the “Crash
the Vote” moniker for the campaign.
You’ve shifted from Thanksgiving in
2009 when you didn’t particularly
like the term “crash” and now you’re
using it tongue-in-cheek for the campaign and for this event. How has
that shifted?
TS: You know you’ve got to embrace
the things that most folks either think
are funny or they think there’s a lot
more to it. You really can’t sneak into
the most well-guarded institution in
the United States, if not the world. So
there’s a lot more to that story that
people didn’t know about.
DM: Allegedly ...
TS: Yeah and so we’re riding that a
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little bit and the other part of it is I
want people to crash the party line, to
crash the vote. If you’re a Democrat
you’re not sure, if you’re a Republican and you’re not sure I want you
to look at me, you know? Don’t just
look at the Republican or the Democrat. Crash the party lines. You know
a lot of folks are getting tired of the
same old rhetoric, tired of the same
old politics. You know folks down in
Richmond have been doing the same
thing for 20, 25 years. There’s been
no change. It is an unconventional
style campaign and a lot of successful
candidates for governor have done
that in the past. Jesse Ventura did
that before. And so I’m really excited
about the whole crash the vote, crash
the party line strategy and it’s working. A lot of people are enjoying it.
DM: You’ve been down the reality
show road before and I was in one
and it is a strange experience. You get
used to it I guess.
TS: Yeah.

DM: What about the other folks [on
your staff ]. I know this is their first. I
joked, “You know this is a whole different thing. Are you ready for this?
How are they coping with this whole
concept?
TS: Well obviously for me, I’m seasoned in this. I’ve done it a few times.
You know, for my staff this is new for
them. They haven’t done this. For example, one of my managers worked
at the White House under President
Reagan. Of course there’s a lot of
press there but she’s never worked in
a television show concept yet. So this
is a new and it’s a learning curve for
some of the staff. But the other side
of it, I just told everyone to just be
yourself. Here’s the first real chance
that viewers of television will have
to see the real us, the real campaign
without any dramatic effects being
added. So this is a great chance to rediscover not just who I am but who
the whole campaign is. They’re a part
of the campaign.

DM: You and Michaele have settled.
Is that all in the past?
TS: It’s in the past.
DM: Any hard feelings for Neal
Schon?
TS: No, you’ve got to rise above it.
You’ve got to keep your head up and
just be positive. You’ve got to just wish
her the best and just move on. Life
moves on. I’m focused and excited on
In It To Win It, the new TV show and
the campaign. The campaign came
first. A lot of folks may not realize
that but the campaign started first
then it was later when the film director came and said we want to get
this all on film, the real you to find
out who you really are and see what
happens in a campaign, especially a
statewide position like a governor.
It’s exciting. A lot of folks will get to
see behind the scenes to see what it
takes, the whole ups and downs that
we’re going to go through.
DM: So you’re excited.
TS: I’m really excited. I’m thrilled

State politics
that it’s a new life for me. Everything
is starting fresh and I’m really excited
to be doing this.
DM: So on a Wednesday in early November, what percentage are you going to have?
TS: This November or next November? Well now I saw a report that I’m
at 28 percent. That’s great!
DM: What poll?
TS: I saw that on a CBS [Interactive] website. That’s great. If I’ve got
28 percent now; let’s assume Terry
McAuliffe is the Democratic nominee. He gets 30. Cuccinelli gets 30.
We’re all going to be on the ballot.
What’s going to happen is who gets
the younger vote? We’ve got kids
here from UVA, from James Madi-

son, from George Mason. We’ve got
a lot of young people from universities all over Virginia that are coming
up here to the barbecue.
[A different poll four months earlier
showed doing surprisingly well in
a matchup with Sen. Mark Warner,
garnering 19 percent.]
DM: You’re running for the Republican nomination?
TS: I am running for the Republican
nomination.
DM: Are you either way going to be
on the ballot in November?
TS: Either way I’m going to be on the
ballot. Either way I’m in it to win it,
so I’m going to be on the ballot no
matter what – either way.
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“President Eisenhower warned us about the rise of the military-industrial complex – and I am
worried about my party’s dangerous drift to the right and to the very, very, very rich.” – local
Republican Jim Huttar

Schmookler asks voters ‘to see the face before us’
6th District Dem challenger points to crisis of spirit, crisis of politics

Andy Schmookler makes his case to a mixed crowd
of Democrats, Republicans and independents.

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
On Sept. 19 at the Warren
County Villa Avenue Community Center Democratic candidate
Andy Schmookler continued to
stump for fundamental change,
not only in Virginia’s Sixth Congressional District where incumbent Bob Goodlatte is his opponent, but nationwide. In another
of what has been a string of town
hall meetings up and down the
sprawling and historically conservative central Virginia Con-

available
NOW ON

gressional District, Schmookler
found himself in an unusual but
hopeful position – being sponsored by a local Republican who
has seen enough of his Party’s
drift to the extreme social, political and economic right.
Of the current Republican
mainstream of which his opponent is an integral part, Schmookler said, “I ask you to see the face
that is before you. It is the face
of a force for which there is no
such thing as enough. There is
NO stopping point on its desire
for more wealth and more power.

Local Republican Jim Huttar introduces Democratic
6th District candidate Andy Schmookler - and explains why he is leaning Democratic in this election.

If not stopped, it will keep grabbing for more.
“Our Founding Fathers gave
us a gift – a gift of government
for the people and by the people.
There is no guarantee that gift
will be maintained,” Schmookler
said.
In introducing Schmookler, local Republican Jim Huttar referenced both past Democratic and
Republican Presidents.
“ ‘Democrats work to help
people who need help; the other
party works for people who don’t
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need help,’ ” Huttar quoted Democratic President Harry Truman
saying circa his 1945-1952 presidency. “Now I don’t think that
was accurate then,” Huttar said,
adding however, “But it is what’s
happening to my party now.”
Huttar then referenced Republican President Dwight Eisenhower’s January 17, 1961, Farewell Address to the nation after
eight years in office succeeding
Truman. “President Eisenhower
warned us about the rise of the
military-industrial complex –

and I am worried about my party’s dangerous drift to the right
and to the very, very, very rich,”
Huttar said in presenting Democratic 6th District Congressional
candidate Andy Schmookler to
a mix of 35 Republicans, Democrats and independent voters.
In a letter to the editor in our
last edition promoting Schmookler’s Sept. 19 appearance here
billed as a “Republicans for Andy
Schmookler” event, Huttar said
Schmookler had impressed him
with a surprisingly non-partisan
message for a partisan political
candidate.
That two-fold message, restated in Front Royal and Warren County on Sept. 19, is that
neither major U.S. political party
is without fault in creating the
political crisis we face today.
Truth, not lies; cooperation, not
the quest for partisan advantage,
are what is required for Virginia’s
Sixth Congressional District, the
entire U.S. Congress, and America.
While he saved his sharpest
criticism for the Republican drift
to the extreme social, economic
and political right, he added that
Democrats have “shown a lack of
perception or guts” in addressing
both the political and economic
crises facing the nation.
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“Our Founding Fathers gave us a gift – a gift of government for the people and by the
people. There is no guarantee that gift will be maintained.” – Andy Schmookler

Author, author - in addition to campaign paraphenalia, Schmookler-authored
books were available for interested readers.

But if he views his own party
as ineffectual to some degree, he
had some troubling views about
what has become the present nature of the Republican Party.
“The Republican Party has
been taken over by a force more
destructive and dishonest than
anywhere I am aware of in our
political history. It is hard to
overestimate how profound
this threat is to our Republic,”
Schmookler, an author who has
written about social and political
trends, told his audience.
Conservative or obstructionist?
Schmookler said he did not
believe the current Republican
mainstream are true conservatives, but that they were good at
deceiving traditionally conservative Americans into believing
they uphold those conservative
values upon which the Republi-

can Party was based.
“A final characteristic of this
force it lies all the time because if
they don’t deceive a large amount
of the American people, they
can’t attain power. Their policies
help hardly anyone. If people understood the truth of this force
they would never support it.
Good people are being deceived
to think their conservative ideas
are being upheld – they are not.
“True conservatives respect
tradition, though that can become a straightjacket, there is a
lot of truth to conservative values
– you don’t just sweep old values aside as change comes. But
in the past conservatives have
been willing to work together as
Americans traditionally have for
the good of the nation. When
is the last time you heard a national Republican say there is a
common ground for both parties
to work toward as Americans?”
Schmookler asked.

He then referenced the now infamous “E Street” meeting of the
January 2009 night of the Obama
inauguration. That meeting at
the DC restaurant “The Caucus
Room” included Republican Senate minority leader John Boehner,
House leader Mitch McConnell,
Eric Cantor, Newt Gingrich, and
Paul Ryan, among other prominent Republican leadership.
“What was decided there? – To
see that the president failed and
was a one-term president. Not to
work together for the common
good of the nation – and this is
in a time of crisis economically.
That is not a conservative; that is
not a patriot,” Schmookler said.
“True patriotism sets aside selfinterest in times of peril because
you love your country and your
countrymen. Today’s Republicans are false patriots because
they are willing to hurt the country for their own self-interest.”
As an example of such false
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conservatism,
Schmookler
pointed to the Senate Republican
strategy of filibustering virtually
every Democratic or presidential economic recovery initiative
since The Caucus Room summit.
“We’ve had the filibuster
throughout our political history.
But it was an emergency stop gap,
to say ‘Whoa, let’s take a breath’
before rushing into something.
But it was never used like it has
been in the past 3-1/2 years to
block any majority initiative. The
minority has previously respected the idea of majority rule on
essential policies – but not these
guys.”
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Feudal America?
Of the current Republican
mainstream notion that the corporate elite should remain increasingly immune to taxation of
any sort, while the middle class
and working poor shoulder the
burden of funding government,
Schmookler pointed to the lessons of the feudal European economic caste system from which
America escaped with its revolution of the late 1700s.
“There was a one percent that
controlled all the power and
wealth in Europe and then there
were the serfs, who that one percent maintained because they
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“A final characteristic of this force it lies all the time because if they don’t deceive a large amount of the
American people, they can’t attain power. Their policies help hardly anyone … Good people are being deceived to think their conservative ideas are being upheld – they are not.” – Andy Schmookler

Party is very different from the
driving force of the Bible.”
In response to a follow-up
question, Schmookler said he
thought some social programs
created during the Democratic
Administration of Lyndon Johnson may have been flawed in failing to promote aspects designed
to get people off relief programs
through training and other improvements of skill sets required
to become employed. However,
he added that such flaws are correctable and do not mean that
such programs have no place in
American society for those truly
in need.
needed their labor,” Schmookler
pointed out.
During a Q & A following
about 30 minutes of off-the-cuff
remarks, Schmookler responded
to a question about so-called “entitlement programs” that make
up the social safety net for many
Americans struggling to make
ends meet. It is an issue famously
addressed by Republican Presidential candidate Mitt Romney
with the release several days earlier of video of Romney’s own
off-the-cuff remarks at a private
$50,000 a plate fundraiser held
by fellow private-equity manager
Marc Leder in Boca Raton, Florida.
“What are your thoughts on
entitlements on food, medical
care and adequate housing?”
Schmookler was asked.
“I don’t think anyone in this
country should starve. I don’t see

food as an entitlement … and I
don’t think we want to see people
living under bridges. But I’m not
for creating a culture of dependency either, though I think there
is a lot less of that than is portrayed on the right,” Schmookler
replied.

Schmookler then referenced
the Bible and teachings of Jesus
Christ. He said he had been told
there were 3,000 references in the
Bible to Jesus referencing helping
the poor, the widowed, orphans
and others struggling to survive
economically.
“I’m not aware of any of those
references referring to the poor
as slackers,” Schmookler said.
“So, either the poor have changed
drastically over 2500 years or the
spirit driving the Republican

2 .5 0%
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“One party fails to fight effectively; the other party fights effectively but is morally bankrupt,”

republics, which are more conducive to multi-party systems – and
a greater need for compromise to
achieve political consensus.
Schmookler added that a
pending debate with incumbent
Goodlatte was in the works,
something there would be no
chance of if his challenge had
been as an independent.
One sticking point on debates
Goodlatte appears to have initially agreed to, is that the Republican incumbent said he did not
want them broadcast beyond the
confines of the rooms in which
they would be held. Schmookler
has asked why Goodlatte would
want to keep any debate between
the candidates confined to such
a small, live audience rather than
allow all district voters to see and
hear it in context as it happens.
Goodlatte’s office has yet to reply
to Schmookler’s question on the
matter.
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Schmookler said of the current
U.S. political climate. Following
his more scathing indictment of
the Republican Party, Schmookler addressed Republicans in the
crowd. “If you feel I have bad
mouthed a great party, let me say
that I have bad mouthed a ONCE
great party.”
Having described fundamental issues with both mainstream
Republicans and Democrats,
Schmookler was asked why he
had chosen to run as a Democrat,
rather than an independent.
“Because if I had run as an independent you probably wouldn’t
be here tonight,” Schmookler
replied. He addressed the U.S.
system in which only two main
political parties are given any
credibility by the media or the
public, as opposed to Europe’s
parliamentary-based democratic
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Stink bugs

One last stand against the stench of decay
Late September heat brings a final assault against humanity

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
(After reports from correspondents
in outland areas of Warren County
and our own in-town experience
on Sept. 27 of a sudden upsurge in
the numbers of stink bugs invading
homes, we revisit this interview with a
stink bug, first published in the fall of
2010. We hope it leads to some degree
of understanding and, in this particular case ONLY, a separate but equal
– more or less – cultural distance.)
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That’s it!!! – I was going to ignore
their unanticipated return during
the three-day spell of mid-90 degree
weather until I found them EVERYWHERE!!!
Just when I thought they were gone
and forgotten, at least until next summer or thereabouts, there they were
in great numbers outside on screens,
windows, sliding French Doors, walls,
porch railings, anywhere – making
their way toward every crack in every
thing … leaving their distinct calling
card – THE SMELL!!!
I don’t know whether they are a
part of the international Chinese
Communist conspiracy to destroy, or
perhaps take over capitalism; a sign of
climate change and expanding habitats for various kinds of netherworld
life forms; or a message of immediate
and negative Divine retribution for
our collective sins – and I don’t care.
I HATE THEM … and I’m not a
hater by nature … well, at least not
until recently.
It wasn’t bad enough that they were
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hanging out at every potential entrance to anything, ready too swoop
in and hang out inside, rather than
out. But PLEASE, in my dresser drawers, in my shoes, in the car, and finally
in the arm of my sweatshirt – the one
I was wearing on Sept. 26, the day the
heat-wave broke – although he does
seem a little the worse for wear after
that abrupt end to the apparent last
ride of the season. You know who,
or what, I’m talking about – STINK
BUGS, hundreds of them, thousands
of them, perhaps millions if you poll
your neighbors.
Supposedly they don’t bite – unless
you’re a fruit or vegetable;
Supposedly they don’t have any
natural enemies – I guess the stink
tastes bad too;
I hear they are also immune to
pesticides – look on the bright side
of that one, at least we won’t poison
ourselves trying to get rid of them;
And according to experts, given the
opportunity they like to sunbathe …
Hey, maybe they aren’t really that different from us after all.
Anyway, with the late September
heat wave and their unanticipated
resurrection in these parts, who in
this area hasn’t had a STINK BUG
conversation in the last couple of
weeks?
But talking about them is getting boring, so we decided to have a
conversation – not about, but with a
stink bug. Rather than crush him out
of fear and anger – we’ve learned our
lesson, it makes the stench worse – or
just toss them outside or down the
toilet, we spoke with one of the last
intruders of this season (hopefully)
– the one I found in the arm of my
sweatshirt the last Sunday of September:
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INTERVIEW:

Roger B - You know, you stink!
Stink Bug - What do you mean?
You don’t even know me. That’s quite
an arbitrary value judgment.
RB - No it isn’t - you stink, literally,
you smell bad.
SB - You humans are so egocentric.
Actually it’s you that have a rather
distasteful odor according to most of
us that occupy this planet.
RB - What do YOU mean? We
wash. We perfume. We cologne. We
go OUT of our way not to stink.
SB - Opinions are like, well, you
know. You just stink in more ways
that we could ever could. At least we
are consistent in our smell. We don’t
try to hide who or what we are and
exactly how that smells. We attract
each other and if that repels you, and
a few other annoying critters – well,
more power to us.
RB - Yeah, well that’s a lousy attitude – and you still STINK!!!
SB - Hard for us to judge; we don’t
have noses per se. To paraphrase your
cartoon character Popeye the Sailor
Man, “We am what we am.”
RB - Well, what exactly is that?
Where are you really from and how
come you seem to be taking over
America, at least my corner of it?
At this point SB flew over to my
computer and accessed this online
information from Wikipedia:
Pentatomoidea is a superfamily of
insects in the Heteroptera suborder
of the Hemiptera order and, as such,
share a common arrangement of
sucking mouthparts. They are commonly referred to as shield bugs or
stink bugs. Shield bugs have glands
in their thorax between the first and
second pair of legs which produce
a foul smelling liquid. This liquid is
used defensively to deter potential
predators and is sometimes released
when the bugs are handled carelessly
(how do you handle them carefully,
one might ask). The distinctive smell
comes from aldehydes such as CH3–
(CH2)2–CH=CH–CHO.

The nymphs, similar to adults except smaller and without wings, also
have stink glands.
The nymphs and adults have piercing mouthparts which most use to
suck sap from plants, although some
eat other insects. When they group in
large numbers they can become significant pests.
Other species that resemble Pentatomoidea insects are found in the
Coreoidea superfamily.
Stinkbugs normally appear during
the spring and summer months.
They are commonly eaten in Laos,
and are regarded as delicious due to
their extremely strong odor. The insects are sometimes pounded together with spices and a seasoning to prepare cheo, a paste mixed with chillies
and herbs. This is eaten as a side dish
with glutinous rice.

RB - No way!! A delicacy – no wonder Americans hate foreigners – their
processes are all messed up.
SB - You’ve never eaten anything
with Cilantro?
RB - What?
SB - Never mind.
RB - Don’t condescend me!
SB - Talk about stinking – you all
with your partisan political rhetoric
spewing your racial, ethnic and religious hatreds to justify your turn
toward corporate, neo-fascism and
profiteering from greed, corruption
and lies, who do you really think
stinks here?
RB - Mandy, can you come kill this
STINK BUG for me? He’s way out of
line for a bug.
MANDY (friend and retired FRPD
traffic enforcement officer and current – circa 2012 – fashion model
mannequin at Fussell Florists on
Commerce Avenue – without comment Mandy strolled over, opened a
screenless window, picked SB off my
computer table and tossed him out)
RB - Aren’t you afraid he’ll try to
get back in?
M - (she silently turned and left
the room, opened the front door and
fired three warning shots into the air
…)
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Friday, September 28, 2012
All day Forecast 75° | 48°
7pm - 10pm Front Porch Style Pickin’
Party. Warren County Senior Center. All levels of talent are welcome.
Acoustic instruments only.
Saturday, September 29, 2012
All day Forecast 70° | 50°
9am - 1pm Farmers Market. Warren
County Government Center, Front
Royal. Enjoy the Farmers Market today.
9am - 10am Front Royal Pregnancy
Center Walk. Front Royal. The Front
Royal Pregnancy Center is sponsoring a Walk today. It will begin and end
at their office located at 11 S Royal
Avenue.
1pm - 8pm Brew and Blues Festival.
Main Street, Front Royal. Enjoy the
Brew and Blues Festival in historic
downtown today. There will be shopping, blues music and beer tasting.
There will be 20 different microbrews. “Patty Reese and Band 1” and
“Moodog Medicine Show”. Admission: $13.00/advance or $17.00/gate
for those who wish to sample microbrews. General Admission: $2.00.
Monday, October 1, 2012
7pm - 8pm Council Meeting. Town
Hall Council Chambers. The Regular
Council Meeting of September 24 was
moved to October 1, due to a conflict
with Virginia Municipal League Annual Conference. The place of the
meeting has been changed to the
Town Hall Council Chambers.
7:30pm - 8:30pm Tent Revival. Commerce Avenue Front Royal. Tonight

is the Old Time Baptist Tent Revival
- New Life Baptist Church. There will
be singing, preaching, fellowship and
a bus ministry. Everyone is invited.
Tuesday, October 2, 2012
12:30pm - 1pm Tourism Tuesdays.
95.3 - the River radio station. Hear
the latest tourism related news and
events every Tuesday at 12:30! If you
can’t listen live check out the podcasts
at
http://www.theriver953online.
com.
2pm - 3pm Ambassador’s Club.
Chamber Office
3pm - 6pm Farmers Market. Main
Street, Front Royal. Enjoy the Farmers Market today near the Gazebo
Parking lot.
7:30pm - 8:30pm Tent Revival. Commerce Avenue Front Royal. Tonight
is the Old Time Baptist Tent Revival
- New Life Baptist Church. There will
be singing, preaching, fellowship and
a bus ministry. Everyone is invited.
Wednesday, October 3, 2012
8:30am - 9:30am Small Business
Committee. Chamber Office.
10:15am - 11:15am Samuels Public
Library, Front Royal. Today is Toddler Story Time. Bring your toddler
to a potpourri of simple stories, fun
songs and a cute craft. Theme: Fire
Trucks.
11am - 12pm Samuels Public Library,
Front Royal. Today is Preschool Story
Time: Come in with your preschooler for an enjoyable hour filled with
amazing tales, exciting sing-alongs,
finger plays and a nifty craft. Theme:
Fire Trucks.

WC Fire & Rescue supports Breast
Cancer Awareness Month

Warren County Fire & Rescue sport pink T-shirts acknowledging Breast Chancer Awareness Month.
emergency Services personnel will be wearing the
pink shirts on Mondays and matchin blues on Fridays
through the end of October. Front, left to right, Lieutenant Zack Burrows, Jon Groves, Lindsey Pullen, Hunter
Jock, Taylor Jenkins, Nick Bailey; second row, Brandon
Oliver, Eddie Hammack, Jordan Dillon, Mike Ferrell, Bill
Long, Brian Mead; third row, Jesse Smith, Joey Jock,
Captain Wayne Dodson, Fire Marshal Gerry Maiatico,
Fire Chief Richard Mabie; back row, Cody Riffle, Captain Kevin Catlett, Lieutenant Mickey Sirna, Lieutenant
Chris Jones.
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12:30pm - 1pm Warren County Business On The River 95.3
7pm - 8pm Smithsonian Lecture Series. Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute, Front Royal. Tonight is
the Fall 2012 FREE Community Lecture Series in the new Smithsonian
Mason School of Conservation.
7:30pm - 8:30pm Tent Revival. Commerce Avenue Front Royal. Tonight
is the Old Time Baptist Tent Revival
- New Life Baptist Church. There will
be singing, preaching, fellowship and
a bus ministry. Everyone is invited.
Thursday, October 4, 2012
9am - 10am Tourism Committee.
Chamber Office.
10:15am - 11:15am Samuels Public
Library, Front Royal. Today is Toddler Story Time. Bring your toddler
to a potpourri of simple stories, fun
songs and a cute craft. Theme: Fire
Trucks.
11am - 12pm Samuels Public Library,
Front Royal. Today is Preschool Story
Time: Come in with your preschooler for an enjoyable hour filled with
amazing tales, exciting sing-alongs,
finger plays and a nifty craft. Theme:
Fire Trucks.
4:30pm - 5:30pm Samuels Public Library, Front Royal. Today is Big Kids
Story Time: Do you enjoy stories,
games and really cool crafts? If join
in! For Kindergarten and up. Theme:
Favorite Toy Friends.
7:30pm - 8:30pm Tent Revival. Commerce Avenue Front Royal. Tonight
is the Old Time Baptist Tent Revival
- New Life Baptist Church. There will
be singing, preaching, fellowship and
a bus ministry. Everyone is invited.

Friday, October 5, 2012
11am - 12pm Library Event. Samuels
Public Library, Front Royal. “Time
for Baby” What do books, scarves,
puppets, music and babies have in
common? They are all part of “Time
for Baby”. Join in to use all your senses to explore the world around you.
Meet with your baby up to two years
of age. Siblings welcome.
1:30pm - 2:30pm Education Committee. Chamber Office.
7:30pm - 8:30pm Tent Revival. Commerce Avenue Front Royal. Tonight
is the Old Time Baptist Tent Revival
- New Life Baptist Church. There will
be singing, preaching, fellowship and
a bus ministry. Everyone is invited.
Saturday, October 6, 2012
8am - 2pm Hazardous Waste Day.
Front Royal Volunteer Fire Dept.,
Front Royal. Today is Warren County
Annual Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Day. Acceptable items:
cell phones, used motor oil, antifreeze, pesticides, insecticides, pool
chemicals, drain cleaners, etc... Unacceptable items: Tires, explosives,
radioactive waste and asbestos-laden
materials. No cost to residents of
Front Royal and Warren County No
Businesses Please! More Information:
(540)636-4600.
8am - 2pm Warren County Residential Clean-Up. Warren County.
Open containers for bulky items such
as old furniture and appliances, will
be at three County locations: VDOT
Park n’ Ride on Dismal Hollow Road
at Linden; Transfer Station in Bentonville and Shenandoah Farms Fire
Department. Oil and paint accepted

at Transfer Station only. Passenger
tires accepted at Transfer Station
only (max 20). Remember to cover
and secure your loads. Sponsored by
County of Warren, Anti-Litter Council and Allied Waste. All vehicles
must display current Warren County
or Front Royal windshield decal or
County Waste Decal.
9am - 1pm Farmers Market. Warren
County Government Center, Front
Royal. Enjoy the Farmers Market today.
10am - 3pm Autumn Conservation
Festival. Smithsonian Conservation
Biology Institute. This is the only
weekend SCBI is open to the public. Get a sneak peak at endangered
wildlife and meet the scientists who
work with them. Passes: $30.00/car
of (6) people. Each additional person
is $5.00.
10am - 3pm Remount Depot Open
House. Northern Virginia 4-H Educational Center, Front Royal. Enjoy
a FREE variety of attractions and activities for all ages, including Calvary
Team horses and riders providing living history presentations, ATF and
US Customs dog demonstrations,
large animals, children’s games, pony
rides, petting zoo, food concessions,
Quantico’s Security Battalion Canine
Unit, 4-H Equestrian Drill Team and
more.
11am - 12pm Samuels Public Library,
Front Royal. “Saturday Family Story
Time” Bring the whole family to the
cozy jellybean green room for an assortment of exciting stories with Miss
Tamara. A perfect way to spend an
enjoyable Saturday morning.
2pm - 3pm Samuels Public Library,

Butterflies & Bags – and hats – raise money for Blue Ridge Hospice

Blue Ridge Hospice held a Butterflies & Bags ladies’ luncheon and purse auction in
Winchester ‘s George Washington Hotel Sept. 7. Among the women from Front Royal
and Warren County in attendance were (left to right, front): Regina Meador; Peggy Heyden; Susan O’Kelly; Carol Barr; Pat Inderbitzen; Mary Powers, and Rhondda Metcalf.
Left to right (back): Louann Jacobs and daughter Olivia. Fancy hats were encouraged.
Mary Powers of Rockland decorated many of the hats worn by the Front Royal group.
Proceeds benefited the Patient Care Fund at the hospice. Handbag donors included
Robert M. Aylor; Bell ‘s Ladieswear; Chico ‘s; Kym Crump; Handworks Gallery; Joyce
and Ludie Marlow; and Amy K. Yates.
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Front Royal. MANGA MEET UP
- Do you like Japanese-style comics
and Anime? If so, meet up with fellow
fans and discuss your favorite series,
movies and more. Ages 12 and up.
Please Register.
5pm - 9pm Cruise Inn. Quality Inn,
Front Royal. Enjoy a car show this
weekend.
Sunday, October 7, 2012
10am - 3pm Autumn Conservation
Festival. Smithsonian Conservation
Biology Institute, Front Royal. This is
the only weekend SCBI is open to the
public. Get a sneak peak at endangered wildlife and meet the scientists
who work with them. Passes: $30.00/
car of (6) people. Each additional person is $5.00.
10am - 3pm Remount Depot Open
House. Northern Virginia 4-H Educational Center, Front Royal. Enjoy a

FREE variety of attractions and activities for all ages, including Calvary
Team horses and riders providing living history presentations, ATF and
US Customs dog demonstrations,
large animals, children’s games, pony
rides, petting zoo, food concessions,
Quantico’s Security Battalion Canine
Unit, 4-H Equestrian Drill Team and
more.
Monday, October 8, 2012
Columbus Day. All Town Business
Offices will be CLOSED today in
observance of Columbus Day. All
trash/recycling pickup for this day
will be on Wednesday, October 10.
There will be no yard waste pickup on
Wednesday, October 10.
10am - 11am R-MA Open House.
Randolph-Macon Academy, Front
Royal. R-MA is hosting an Open
House today for students interested

in attending the Academy. Prospective students are encouraged to attend with their parents. There will be
a tour of the campus and introductions with admissions, counselors,
teachers and students. Appointments
are required. More Information or to
RSVP, please call(540)636-5484 or email admission@rma.edu.
Tuesday, October 9, 2012
12:30pm - 1pm Tourism Tuesdays.
95.3 - the River radio station. Hear
the latest tourism related news and
events every Tuesday at 12:30! If you
can’t listen live check out the podcasts
athttp://www.theriver953online.com.
3pm - 6pm Farmers Market. Main
Street, Front Royal. Enjoy the Farmers Market today near the Gazebo
Parking lot.
7pm - 7pm BAR Meeting. County of
Warren Government Center Front

Royal.
7pm - 8pm Council Meeting. County of Warren Government Center.
Tonight is a regular Town Council
meeting at 7:00pm held in the Warren County Government Center. For
an agenda please look under the “eservices” tab of this website.
Wednesday, October 10, 2012
3:30pm - 5pm Chamber Board Meeting. Chamber Office.
7pm - 8pm Smithsonian Lecture Series. Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute, Front Royal. Tonight is
the Fall 2012 FREE Community Lecture Series in the new Smithsonian
Mason School of Conservation.
Saturday, October 13, 2012
9am - 1pm Farmers Market. Warren
County Government Center, Front
Royal. Enjoy the Farmers Market today.

9am - 6pm Festival of Leaves. Main
Street, Front Royal. Today is the Annual “Festival of Leaves” in Downtown
Front Royal. Sponsored by the Warren Heritage Society. Enjoy a street
festival loaded with entertainers, vendors, children’s corner, parade, race
and much more. More Information:
(540) 636-1446 x10.
7pm - 11pm Humane Society Fundraiser. Front Royal Moose Lodge,
Front Royal. The Humane Society
of Warren County is hosting the inaugural “Tails & Ales”. The fundraiser
will feature live entertainment, a silent auction and much more. Tickets
are $20.00 and includes a collectible souvenir beer mug. All monies
raised benefit the animal shelter. To
be a sponsor for the event please contact Marcy Gallo at (540)635-4734 x
222before October 5, 2012.

Marketplace
ADOPT: A happily married couple seeks
to adopt. We’ll provide your baby with
love, laughter, education, security. Wonderful extended family nearby. EXPENSES PAID. www.annieandnickadopt.info
888-964-4269
HUGE ANTIQUES & Collectibles Show &
Sale, Fisherville, VA. 6 building, outside,
400 booths, October 12-14. 51ST sale.
Fri. 10-5, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 10-4 Expoland
I-64, Exit 91. 434-846-7452. www.heritagepromotions.net
Multi-Property Real Estate Auction - 8
Properties - The Steele Farm: 198+/acres offered in 9 tracts, located in Roanoke County, VA - to be sold ABSOLUTE;
Restaurant & House on Bent Mountain
Road in SW Roanoke County, VA - minimum bid $125,000; 2 Lots in Floyd
County, VA, 1 sells ABSOLUTE ; Craig
County Farm (House & 50+/- Acres) sells
ABSOLUTE; 2 Commercial Lots in Roanoke City, VA - sells ABSOLUTE; House
on Patterson Ave in Roanoke, VA - sells
ABSOLUTE; 4.2+/- Acres on Route 460
in Botetourt County, VA-sells ABSOLUTE;
4,645+/- SF Commercial Office Building
in Salem, VA-minimum bid $149,000. Go
to woltz.com for more information or call
800-551-3588. Woltz & Associates, Inc.
Real Estate Brokers & Auctioneers (VA#
321) Roanoke, VA.
Trustee Foreclosure Auction Wednesday, October 24th at 11 am on site.
28 Warehouses - 36 acres - Fenced -

Zoned M-1 Cockade Industrial Park, 756
South West Street, Petersburg, Virginia
Three Warehouses currently Leased
at $128,436.00 per year Tax Assessed
Value: $1,805,900.00 Walker Commercial Services, Inc. VAAF#549 (540) 3446160 www.walker-inc.com
AUCTION – Construction Equipment &
Trucks, October 12, 9 AM, Richmond, VA.
Featuring the Commonwealth of Virginia
& Others! Excavators, Dozers, Dumps &
More. Accepting Items Daily. Motley’s
Auction & Realty Group, 804-232-3300,
www.motleys.com, VAAL #16
550.84± Mountaintop Acres. Sportsman’s Paradise! 6 Tracts (45± to 132±
Acres) Spectacular views! Summers
County, WV. Absolute AUCTION: Oct 20.
www.countsauction.com (434) 5252991 VAAF93
Estate Auctions - Collector Tractors Saturday, October 13, 9AM Charlotte CH,
Va. 23923. Gun Auction Sunday, October 14, 2PM Farmville, Va. 23901 www.
carwileauctions.com
(434)547-9100
(VAAR392)
ATTENTION AUCTIONEERS: Advertise
Your FALL auctions in Virginia Newspapers for one low cost of $275. Your
25-word classified ad reaches over ONE
MILLION Virginians!   Call this paper
or Adriane Long at 804-521-7585 (Virginia Press Services).

A SODA/SNACK VENDING ROUTE Machines & Locations $9K Investment.
Finance Available. 800-367-6709 EXT.
6039.
Medical Billing Trainees Needed! Train
to become a Medical Office Assistant.
No Experience Needed! Training & Job
Placement available at CTI! HS Diploma/
GED & computer needed. 1-888-4249419.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. TRAINEES
NEEDED! Online training by CTI gets
you job ready! No Experience Needed!
Job placement assistance after program
completed. HS Diploma/GED and computer needed. 1-888-424-9419.

Drivers – CDL-A EXPERIENCED DRIVERS:
Up to $5,000 Sign-On Bonus! 6 months
OTR experience starts at 32c/mile. New
student pay and lease program 877521-5775. www.USATruck.jobs
Owner Operators Dedicated Runs, No
Touch Freight. All miles paid same,
loaded/empty! Lease Purchase Program
w/Payment Assist. Class A CDL & 1 yr.
experience. 866-242-4976 DriveForGreatwide.com
Transfer Drivers: Need 20 Contract Drivers – CDL A or B to relocate vehicles to
and from various locations throughout
US – 1-800-501-3783 www.mamotransportation.com

VACANCIES: Physical Science (8th
Grade), Middle Education (5-8), Biology/
Physics (9-12) – Prince Edward Schools,
Farmville, VA – (434) 315-2100. www.
pecps.k12.va.us. Closing Date: Until
filled. EOE.

Owner-Operators $2400+ Take Home
Weekly. Work 5 days, off weekends. Run
NC to PA. Permits, tags, and tolls paid for.
Need 06 or newer truck, good MVR, 2+
years experience. Houff Transfer, Weyers Cave, Winchester, Richmond, www.
houff.com 540-234-9233.

DRIVERS-CDL TRAINING now offered in
Roanoke 540-857-6188 or Spotsylvania
540-582-8200! Attend 4 Weeks or 10
Weekends. Guaranteed Financing and
Job Placement Assistance Available. 1800-646-2374.

SAWMILLS from only $3997.00 MAKE/
SAVE MONEY with your own bandmillCut lumber any dimension. In stock
ready to ship. FREE Info/DVD: www.NorwoodSawmills.com 1-800-578-1363
Ext.300N

AVERITT IS LOOKING FOR CDL-A DRIVERS!
Weekly Hometime and Full Benefits Package. 4 months T/T Experience Required
– Apply Now! 888-362-8608 Visit AVERITTcareers.com Equal Opportunity Employer

MEDICAL CAREERS begin here – Train
ONLINE for Allied Health and Medical
Management. Job placement assistance. Computer available. Financial Aid
if qualified. SCHEV certified. Call 888-

354-9917 www.CenturaOnline.com
AIRLINE CAREERS begin here-Become
an Aviation Maintenance Tech. FAA approved training. Financial aid if qualified- Housing available. Job placement
assistance. SCHEV authorized. CALL
AIM 888-245-9553.
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER – Train to become an Air Traffic Controller in a secure
government career at FAA approved
AT-CTI school. Attend class to earn your
associate degree by training at Aviation
Institute of Maintenance in Chesapeake,
VA. Median salary tops $100,000 (US
BLS) with experience and full certification. Call toll free (877) 560-1001 for information. Hampton University/Aviation
Institute of Maintenance
House for Sale: Bedford, VA. SML 20
minutes away. 2750 sf – 4BR/3BA.
Beside hospital, 6 years old. One-level
living. Call 540-204-1065 or 540-5862384 for info/flyer. $242,000.
DIVORCE with or without children $99.00.
Includes name change and property settlement agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast
and easy. Call 1-888-733-7165, 24/7.
STEEL BUILDINGS Blow Out! Best savings on remaining clearance buildings.
Garages, Workshops, Homes, 20x22,
25x30, 30x40, 35x56, 40x70 MAKE OFFER and LOW payments. 1-800-9919251 Nicole.
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Sponsor the Kids Page!
Call Dan McDermott
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Ask Stewart
Dear Stewart,
Why do leaves change color in autumn and does it hurt the tree when the
leaves fall?
Signed,
Curious
Dear Curious,
It has taken scientists many years to
understand why leaves change colors
in the fall. However, we have learned
that the cooler weather, combined with
pigments (the parts of the leaf that produce color), cause the leaves to change
to the majestic reds, fiery oranges, and
radiant yellows we are seeing around
us. As the days shorten and the cooler
night air lengthens, the pigments react
to the change in temperature. That
is when leaves begin to change from
green to the other colors we associate
with autumn.

Ask
Stewart
540-635-4734
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There are three pigments in leaves:
chlorophyll, carotenoids, and anthocyanins. Chlorophyll is what gives leaves
their usual green color. This pigment
stores the sugar the tree makes after
collecting sunlight. Now the tree has
sugar to help keep it alive during the
frigid winter months. The second pigment, carotenoids, produces yellows,
oranges, and browns. Finally, anthocyanins generate the deep reds and
purples that give the landscapes their
pop of color.
Some people wonder if trees are
harmed when they lose their leaves in
the fall. In fact, trees lose their leaves
on purpose. When the frigid winter
months come, most tree leaves are too
fragile to withstand the wintry air. If the
leaves stayed on the trees, they would
freeze and harm the tree. The leaves
freeze from the liquid and sap stored
in them. Tree leaf cells are delicate and
are not used to the drastic temperature
change. Therefore, the trees intention-

ally shed their leaves so they do not
freeze. Once the leaves have been shed,
the tree goes into a hibernation-like
mode, much like many animals, and
waits for the temperatures to rise once
more. When the temperature does rise,
you will see the familiar buds of spring.
Here is something you might not
know: leaves that fall off trees are still
helping the earth. Fallen leaves decompose and become nutrients for the
soil. Many times the leaves fall directly
under a tree, so they provide nutrients
for the tree from which they fell! Also,
fallen leaves provide food for countless
soil organisms.
We live in an area blessed with gorgeous fall colors. Take a walk around
your neighborhood and really appreciate the pigments that are revealing
their seasonal glory. The next time you
scurry after a descending leaf, remember how beneficial it is for the tree, both
on and off the tree.

- Stewart

Humane Society of Warren County

The Front Royal/Warren County
Tree Steward program began in
1997 with volunteers dedicated to
improving the health of trees by
providing educational programs,
tree planting and care demonstrations, and tree maintenance
throughout the community. The
group now consists of over 30
active members with several interns working toward becoming
certified tree stewards from our
annual “All About Trees Class”.
Each month Stewart will answer a
question from our readers. Please
forward it to “Stewart” in care of
frwctreestewards@comcast.net
and we may publish it in a future
issue. Please visit our website at
www.treesfrontroyal.org.

540-635-4734

Monday thru Sunday 10 am to 4 pm- Closed Wednesdays • 1245 Progress Drive, Front Royal, VA • humanesocietywc@gmail.com

The Humane Society of Warren County is hosting the inaugural “Tails & Ales”.

This event will be held on Saturday, October 13th 7-11PM at the Front Royal Moose Lodge. This fundraiser will feature live
entertainment, a silent auction and much much more! Tickets are only $20 and include a collectable souvenir beer mug.
Please call 540-635-4734 Ext. 222 for more details.

540-635-4734

540-635-4734

Nino - 1 year old male Pit Bull. Nino
is a loyal and loving dog. He is also
good with other dogs.

Goliath - 3 year old male Australian Cattle Dog mix. Goliath
is good with dogs and has already been neutered.

Amore - 5 year old female beagle. Amore is great with other
dogs and cats. She’s very
gentle and affectionate.

Boo Boo - 2 year old female
Pit Bull. Boo Boo is a very
athletic and playful dog and is
great with children.

Nino’s ad sponsored by:

Goliath’s ad sponsored by:

Amore’s ad sponsored by:

Boo Boo’s ad sponsored by:

Hot Tub Heaven
Vacation Cabins
Dog
Friendly!

540-636-1522

HotTubHeaven@yahoo.com

http://www.hottubheavencabins.com

Hillbilly’s Junkyard

Hillbilly has what you NEED!
4381 Stonewall Jackson Hwy

Bentonville, VA

636-2671

hillbillysjunkyard.com

Martins Foods
409 South St.
Front Royal
540-635-2249

Wanda Snead
Property Management
Serving the area for 16 years
Sam Snead Realty
540-635-9753
SamSneadRealty.com

With your help we have been able to place thousands of animals in good homes. Contact Alison @ 540-551-2072 if you would like to become a pet sponsor too!
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All lines of insurance:
Auto    • Health
• Business
• Life      • Home

•

Insure with us
with confidence!
11 Water Street
Front Royal, VA

(540) 635-8401
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Shenandoah
Mutual
Fire Insurance Company
Mary Ann Weakley, Agent
Insurance at Competitive Prices
Home, Renters, Farm & Fire Policies

Lady Robin Hood, Inc.
8552 Winchester Road
Front Royal,VA

tweakley1@comcast.net
H-(540)631-0163
C-(540)671-9177

Accessible 7 days a week!

www.killthecar.net

The “Classics” of Country
Music can be found on

Your Hometown Station for over
60 Years is proud to be the
home of all the Country Classics.
Johnny Cash, Reba McEntire, Garth Brooks,
Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings, Patsy Cline, Alabama,
George Jones, Barbara Mandrell, Tammy Wynette, Mickey
Gilley, Ronnie Milsap, George Strait,
Merle Haggard, Johnny Paycheck, Dolly Parton,
Marty Robbins, Kenny Rogers, The Oak Ridge Boys,
Alan Jackson, Mel Tillis, Tanya Tucker, Eddie Rabbitt, Charlie
Pride, The Judds, Vince Gill, Hank Williams Jr., Conway
Twitty, Randy Travis, Crystal Gayle,
and many more!

The home of the award winning News at Noon and
The Valley Today Programs, the best music, local
news, up-to-date weather with local meteorologist
Kemp Miller, Warren County and
Skyline High School sports…

It’s all right here!!
Serving Front Royal and Warren County since 1948

BS

BUILDING, REMODELING
& HANDYMAN SERVICE

Replacement Windows • Siding Decks
& Porches • Roof Repair Additions
Finished Basements • Fine Carpentry • Ceramic
Tile Interior & Exterior Painting • Floor Covering
Tree & Yard Work • Power Washing

Call Buck
(540) 551-2673

BUDGET SELF STORAGE

First Month FREE!
with 1 Month Paid Rent & Security Deposit
With Coupon *Subject to availability

INCREDIBLE PRICES!
540-635-4000 • 800-296-0044
Rt. 619 & Corner of Airport Rd • Front Royal
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RE-INVENTING
CUSTOMER SERVICE!
FREE

FALL
SPECIAL

CAR WASH & WIPER BLADES
with any

SCHEDULED MILEAGE SERVICE
Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

We want you to be ready for Fall with a

23-Point Inspection - Battery Test
& Recall Check on Your Vehicle
ALL
FOR

FREE

Up to 5 YEARS OLD
TAKE

5 OFF

Our Normal LOW Price
Oil & Filter Change

New Season, New Car Feeling!

99

$15,470

GAS $AVER FALL MAINTENANCE

$AVE ON FALL MAINTENANCE

$

25 OFF 15% OFF
00

ANY

30k - 60k - 90k Mile Service
Plus Get 1 Day Complimentary Rental Car
($40 Value)
Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

Your vehicle’s finish really took a beating this Winter!

5.7L V-8, Auto., Nav., Sunroof, Leather
Stock# 12Q424A

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

BRAKES • POWER STEERING
• TRANSMISSON DIFFERENTIAL • 4X4 SERVICE

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

2006 DODGE CHARGER RT

ANY PARTS & SERVICE

Based on retail price. Not to exceed 10% off total parts and labor. Excludes retail
parts, tires, collision/body shop parts and service. See supervisor for details.

ANY FLUID EXCHANGE SERVICE

Up to 5 quarts. Additional charge for synthetic motor oil and diesel engines

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

175 OFF

$

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12 Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

00

Some vehicles slightly higher

20%
OFF

ANY SERVICE OR REPAIR (Max. discount $175)

Additional charge for synthetic motor oil and diesel engines.

COMPLETE
Vehicle Detailing
• Hand wax • Hand wash
ONLY $
• Clean interior
• Clean engine compartment & trunk

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

6 YEARS +
TAKE

10%
OFF

Jeep Accessory Special

WE WILL

MEET OR BEAT

10% OFF

ANY

95

Reg.
$149.95

39

Some vehicles
slightly higher

Ask your Service Advisor about the Nitrogen-Fill Driver Protection Plan. Some of the benefits include 24
hour Emergency Towing Service, Lost Key or Lock Out Service, Tire Repair and Replacement Coverage
to name a few.

VINTAGE CLUB SPECIAL

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

$

NITROGEN TIRE FILL
$
95

NITROGEN GAS FILLED TIRES aren’t
affected by changing temperatures and
they’re ideal for tire monitoring system
equipment found in today’s vehicles.
This service will: Improve fuel economy;
Extend Tire Life.

CHRYSLER-JEEP-DODGE

Accessories include parts & labor
installed only in our shop.

Coupons by 10%

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

2003 FORD MUSTANG GT
Black and Fast! Only 39K miles
Stock # 12Q4285B

Plus any applicable tax, shop supplies and environmental fees. One coupon per visit. Coupon
must be presented prior to service write-up. Offer ends 10/15/12. Not valid with any other
coupons or in-store specials. Good only at MARLOW MOTOR COMPANY.

2007 DODGE NITRO SLT/RT

$13,797

Loaded! Htd. Seats, Nav., Sunroof, DVD
Plyr., Low Miles!
Stock # 12Q4180B

$18,997

2010 JEEP PATRIOT 4X4
2.4 Liter 4Cyl. Automatic.
Stock # 12CP175A

$13,977

TAX, TAGS & TITLE FEES NOT INCLUDED. $289 PROCESSING FEE not included.
All vehicles subject to prior sale. 2.75% APR financing is subject to approved credit and limited to 2008 and newer model year vehicles. 2.75% APR for 72 months results in
monthly payment equal to $15.09 per thousand financed. Zero down on approved credit.

Mon - Fri 7AM - 7PM • Sat 8AM - 5PM • Closed Sunday

